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Bill Charlap, left, defers to Warren Vaché as they duet at William Paterson University on September 23. Photo by Mitchell Seidel

An All-Star Tribute to Marlene VerPlanck  
at William Paterson University

Ten musicians who performed and recorded with the late singer Marlene VerPlanck, including  
five pianists, as well as nine vocalists, were on stage at William Paterson University on September 23  
for a musical tribute to the beloved singer. The event also raised funds for the university scholarship 

endowed in honor of Marlene and her late husband, trombonist/arranger Billy VerPlanck. 

A story by Joe Lang with photos by Mitchell Seidel begins on page 26.
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offer NJJS members a discount of 10% off their check. The Berrie Center at Ramapo College offers NJJS 
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NJJS Bulletin Board
Stay tuned to www.njjs.org    for updates and details.

New JerseyJazzSociety

The month of November brings with it the call 
of honor and duty. Honor every veteran who 

has ever served and those who have fallen for this 
nation to ensure our inalienable right for the 
freedom to participate in democracy…OUR 
democracy. In the memorable words of Woody 
Guthrie, “This land is your land, this land is my 
land…” Exercise your duty, I implore you to 
VOTE! 

n For the past several months, I’ve included  
the following call to action in this column:  
“We need your help! NJJS is collecting used 
musical instru ments in good working condition 
to be given to students in underfunded schools 
and communities.” 

I’m delighted to announce that we have  
received our first donations, an acoustic guitar 
and an electric guitar from new members Iris  
and Doug Emery. 

I had the good fortune of meeting the Emerys 
and collecting the instruments at the Princeton 
Music Fest and look forward to working with 
them in the future as they become more involved 
with NJJS.

NJJS is working with Antoinette Montague and 
her Jazz Woman to the Rescue Foundation to 
distribute the instrument donations we receive. 

Please check your closets and attics and if you 
have an instrument for donation, contact me at 
pres@njjs.org to arrange for pickup/delivery. All 
donations are tax deductible to the extent allowed 
by law. Together we can provide life-changing 
music making experiences and help grow a new 
generation of music lover and musician.

n September’s Sunday Social, a jazz jam, played 
to a packed Shanghai Jazz! Under the talented 
direction of Carrie Jackson, with Radam 
Schwartz on piano, Takashi Otsuka on bass and 
Joe Brown Jr. on drums, participating vocalists 
and instrumentalists entertained — in various 
combinations — with the following favorites: 
“Bye Bye Blackbird,” “I Can’t Give You Anything 
But Love,” “That’s All,” “I Love Being Here with 
You,” “Taking a Chance on Love,” “Sugar,” 
“Route 66,” “Just in Time,” “All of Me,” “Blue 
Skies,” “When the Saints Go Marching In” and 
“September in the Rain.” 

As both an experienced performer and MC, 
Carrie kept the program fast paced, as the ‘House 
Band’ delivered on every tune! Thank you to 
singers Patrice Bohlen, Barbara Hassenfeld, Stevie 
G, Bob Richards, Chris Corbin and Lou Watson; 
and instrumentalists Dam Shaw, sax; Eddie 
Goellner, clarinet; Michelle Eden, Tenor Sax; 
James Hassenfeld, guitar; James Dean, tenor sax; 
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NJJS Calendar
Funding for the NJJS Jazz Socials program has been made possible in part by Morris Arts  

through the N.J. State Council on the Arts/Department of State, a partner agency of the National Endowment for the Arts.

New JerseyJazzSociety

Moving? Please email your new 
address to: editor@njjs.org; or mail to: 

NJJS, c/o Mike Katz, 382 Springfield Ave., 
Suite 217, Summit, NJ 07901.

Tom Salvas, drums, for sharing your talents and 
for making our jam social such a fantastic 
event. Both Bob and Lou are also wonderful 
pianists and took turns on the ivories while 
giving Radam a much deserved break. I’d also 
like to mention that there are many fine 
musicians on the NJJS board of directors and 
their talents were a welcome addition to the  
jam packed afternoon. Thank you Ted Clark, 
bass  and vocals, Dave Dilzell, clarinet; Jay 
Dougherty, vocals; Pete Grice, soprano sax; 
Peter Lin, trombone; and Stew Schiffer, congas.

Given my enthusiasm to capture the spirit  
of the day and acknowledge all the jam 
participants, I realize lists can be tricky.  
My most sincere apologies to anyone, or for  
any song, I may have inadvertently omitted. 
The level of musicianship and collaboration  
for this fun-filled afternoon was superb.  
A fine time was indeed had by all.

n This month’s Social will be held Sunday, 
November 18 and will feature guitarist Charlie 
Apicella and bassist Gene Perla. NJJS Socials are  
a benefit of your membership and I hope you will take full 
advantage of this FREE event. Doors open at 3:00 pm at Shanghai 
Jazz in Madison. Admission is $10 for non-members — applicable 
to the NJJS membership fee if guests join the day of attendance. 
There is a $10 food/drink minimum. 

n Forty-six years ago this organization was 
founded with the mission of promoting and 
preserving jazz. To that end, please consider 
helping NJJS continue its performance and 
educational initiatives by donating to our 
Preserving the Future of Jazz! fundraising 
campaign either by mail (watch your 
mailboxes), or anytime online or by smart 
phone. 

Tuesday, November 27 is National Day of 
Giving, a day to celebrate generosity and to 
give, so perhaps you’d like to join this global 
movement and participate directly online with 
a tax-deductible donation. I encourage you to 
check our website www.njjs.org and Facebook 
pages “NJJS” or “New Jersey Jazz Society” on 
the 27th for added content, campaign tallies 
and surprises. Many of you work for employers 
that have a matching gift program that will 
double the impact of your gift for free by 
completing and submitting a simple form. 
Check with your human resources department 
for further information.

On behalf of my fellow board members, we thank you for all you do 
to support jazz music and education. Together we are preserving the 
future of this uniquely American art form. As the holiday season is 
officially upon us, I’d like to wish you a very happy and blessed 
Thanksgiving! Safe travels to all, whether near or far. JJ

Iris and Doug Emery join with Mike Katz 
and Cydney Halpin to donate their musical 
instruments at the Princeton Music Fest. 
Photo by Sue Dilzell.

November 18
NJJS JAZZ SOCIAL
Charlie Apicella &  
The Iron City Band

FREE for NJJS members,  
$10 public, $10 minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison 
2 sets, doors open at 3 pm 
www.njjs.org

December 16
NJJS ANNUAL MEETING
Grove Street Stompers
President’s report to the membership and 
election of Board officers for 2019, plus two 
sets of music | FREE admission NJJS members, 
$10 all others, $10 food/beverage minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison  
2 – 5:30 pm | www.njjs.org

January 6
CHICKEN FAT BALL
Warren Vaché, Ken Peplowski, John 
Allred, Paul Wells, Nicki Parrott, 
Rossano Sportiello

Three hours of hot jazz. Bring your own food 
and drink. Soda/ice provided, $32.

The Woodland | Maplewood 
1 pm | 973-763-7955

January 20
NJJS JAZZ SOCIAL
Frank Noviello Trio

FREE for NJJS members,  
$10 public, $10 minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison 
2 sets, doors open at 3 pm 
www.njjs.org
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(answers on page 49)

O. Howie recently returned from his eighth visit to the Detroit Jazz Festival, a four-day world class event held on Labor Day weekend in two downtown plazas near 
the river in this fast-rebuilding city. It’s a free festival, and programmers focus on Detroit’s celebrated jazz history. Brothers Hank, Elvin and Thad Jones, Milt 
Jackson, Tommy Flanagan, Lucky Thompson, Della Reese, Geri Allen, and of course Aretha Franklin are just a few of the many greats from Detroit. Here are some 
current stars from “the D.” (For more of O. Howie’s thoughts on this year’s DJF see page 44.)

Jazz trivia 
By O. Howie Ponder MOTOR CITy MASTERS

1.  This drummer’s most recent small groups have been paying tribute to two 
of the leaders whose bands he joined when he arrived in New york at 18 
— Horace Silver (1956-59)  and Cannonball Adderley (1959-65). He then 
succeeded Ed Thigpen in the Oscar Peterson trio (1965-67)  He’s recorded 
18 albums as a leader, starting in 1960, but the Silver salute is his debut as 
a leader on Blue Note. 

2.  A perennial poll winner on jazz violin, she played twice at the Detroit fest 
this year, once with the all-female quartet, Straight Ahead, she co-led from 
1993-97  and again on an all-star tribute to the late Geri Allen.

3.  The pianist, born in 1929, came of age listening to Bud Powell, Thelonious 
Monk and Bill Evans and has played superb bop for decades. He was 
inducted as an NEA Jazz Master in 1989 and in 2000 received a Jazz Hall of 
Fame award for Lifetime Achievement. He helped run the Jazz Cultural 
Workshop in Manhattan, a performance and education center, in the 1980s,  
and continues to perform and educate around the world.  

4.  Raised in an orphanage, the trombone star studied music in high school, 
joined an Army band (1953-55), then moved to New york in 1957 in a 
quintet with fellow Detroiter yusef Lateef. He earned NEA Jazz Master 
status in 2007 at age 72 after years leading his own groups and adding his 
unique sound to the Jazztet, Jazz Messengers, Basie band, and many 
others. He’s recorded 32 albums as a leader and scores more as a 
sideman.  The Detroit festival presented him a special award this year.

5.  Another NEA Jazz Master (2005) this bop- and blues-based gui tarist has 
some 80 albums under his own name, beginning on Blue Note in 1956, the 
year he moved to New york. His most recent is a live recording with the 
Los Angeles Jazz Orchestra, released on High Note in 2016. Duke Ellington 
called him his favorite guitarist. He’s taught courses on Ellington’s music 
and has been director of jazz studies at UCLA.

6.  The 49-year-old saxophonist has won numerous jazz critics’ and readers’ 
polls for his muscular tenor playing and more nuanced work on soprano, 
flute and clarinet. Among the many jazz stars he’s recorded with is a 
cousin, No. 2 in our quiz. 

NJJS is a qualified IRS 
nonprofit organization  

and your donations are 
always welcome.

tHe maIl baG
many tHanks For tHe suPerb Job you are doing 
with Jersey Jazz. Just received the September issue and learned  
of Jack Stine’s passing — a true jazz legend.  It was through his 
activity at Raritan Valley Commuity College that we learned  
of, and became members of the New Jersey Jazz Society. Great  
trib utes to Jack throughout the entire issue. Brought back many 
memories. When we celebrated the 25th anniversary in 1997,  
I had the honor to present Jack with the Nick Bishop Award 
recognizing his many years of service to NJJS. His acceptance 
remarks were typical — self effacing! 

May he rest in peace.

Lou Rizzi

(Mr. Rizzi is a former president and vice-president of the NJJS and a 
recipient of the Nick Bishop Award.)
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                                                                           Restaurant  
and bar

24 Main St. (Rt. 124), Madison, NJ 07940
973.822.2899 • info@shanghaijazz.com

                                                      NO COVER (except special events)

Named “One of the Top 100 Jazz Clubs in the World” by 
DownBeat Magazine, Shanghai jazz has earned rave reviews  
for our food, service and ambience from The New York Times, The 
Star-Ledger, Zagat Survey and Inside New Jersey.

Our philosophy is warm hospitality, gourmet Asian cuisine inspired 
by the seasons, a well-focused wine list and a full bar with almost a 
dozen beers on tap, including our own Shanghai Jazz Ale. 

We are proud to present world class artists six nights a week with no 
music charge except for special events.

Whether you enjoy dim sum and cocktails in our Long Oak Bar, 
an intimate dinner with family and friends, or a unique social or 
corporate gathering, we look forward to welcoming you to our home.

— ThOMAS DONOhOe and the ShANGhAI JAzz TeAM

  book your special parties at shanghai Jazz. call for information. 
Tuesday: 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm | Wednesday and Thursday: 7:00 pm – 9:30 pm

Friday and Saturday two seatings: 6:30 and 8:30 pm | Sunday: 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm

for latest schedules and updates, 
please visit www.shanghaijazz.com

Please note: We take reservations by telephone only 973.822.2899 and not by e-mail. 
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Buon Centesimo Dad
I ‘d be remiss if I let 2018 go by without making note   

  that this is my father’s centennial year. So here goes.

Tony Mottola was born in Kearny, NJ on April 18, 1918. 
He had a remarkable seven-decade career in music. It all 
began in the 1930s when he toured the U.S. with the 
George Hall Orchestra, an 18-year-old guitar player in a 
rhythm section that included Johnny Guarnieri, Nick 
Fatool and Doc Goldberg. He returned to New Jersey in 
1940 and quickly made a name for himself in New York’s 
recording studios, and on network radio where he 
backed up Kate Smith, Frank Sinatra and Perry Como, 
and was a member of Raymond Scott’s experi mental CBS 
jazz band, the first racially integrated radio orchestra,  
a critical favorite that also included jazz greats like 
Coleman Hawkins, Charlie Shavers, Benny Morton and 
Cozy Cole.

His Tony Mottola Trio was featured on the very first live 
musical show on the CBS Television Network — Face the 
Music, later titled Make Mine Music (1948-49) — the first 
musician to lead a band on a regular program on the Network. That was followed by his groundbreaking 
work on the live CBS anthology series Danger (1950-55) for which he composed and played a weekly score 
on electric guitar working, in turn, with directors Yul Brynner, Sidney Lumet and John Frankenheimer. He 
remained a fixture on television for more than two decades, performing weekly duets with Perry Como on 
The Kraft Music Hall and anchoring the rhythm section of The Tonight Show 
Orchestra, where he was first chair guitarist.

All this while becoming a legendary New York studio musician and 
arranger, appearing on literally thousands of recordings and dozens of film 
scores. Somehow, amidst all this, he found time to release more than 50 
albums as a leader, including 36 LPs for recording pioneer Enoch Light’s 
Command and Project 3 record labels. It’s an extraordinary body of work 
that includes singular recordings of a large chunk of the Great American 
Songbook and the popular music of the last century. Those hundreds of 

the editor’s Pick
By Tony Mottola Jr. 
Jersey Jazz Editor

New JerseyJazzSociety
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Duet with Dad, c. 1951

continued on page 31
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big band in the sky  By Sanford Josephson 

JerseystoriesJazz

continued on page 10
Sanford Josephson is the author of Jazz Notes: Interviews Across the Generations and Jeru’s Journey: 

The Life and Music of Gerry Mulligan. He’s written about jazz musicians in a variety of publications.

n Randy Weston, 92, pianist/composer, 
April 6, 1926, Brooklyn – September 1, 
2018, Brooklyn. Weston’s father emigrated 
to the United States from Panama, but he 
taught his son that his family’s roots 
originated in Africa. It was a message that 
became the heart of Weston’s musical 
philosophy. Although he didn’t visit Africa 
until 1961, Weston was a passionate 
advocate of the con tinent’s influence on 
American jazz.

His first visit to Africa was recalled in a 
1998 interview in DownBeat maga zine. “I 
went on a spiritual trip back home,” he 
said. “I wanted to hear where I came from, 
why I play like I play, why we play music 
like we do. We went to about 18 countries, 
and, wherever we went, we asked to expe-
rience the traditional music of the people. 
Hearing the traditional music was like 
hearing jazz and blues and the black church 
all at the same time.”

In a 2003 interview with All About Jazz, 
Weston explained that,  
“if you love music, you have to know where 
it came from. Whether you say jazz or 
blues or bossa nova or samba, salsa — all 
these names are all Africa’s contributions to 
the Western Hemisphere.  
If you take out the African elements of our 
music, you would have nothing.”

“For Randy Weston,” wrote the Washington Post’s Harrison Smith 
on September 4, 2018, “Africa was the wellspring of music — the 
spiritual and rhythmic source of blues, African-American spirituals, 
samba, bossa nova, and, above all, jazz.” The New York Times’ 
Giovanni Russonello, writing on the day of Weston’s death, pointed 
out that, “Even before making his first album, he was giving 
concerts and teaching seminars that emphasized the African roots of 
jazz. This flew in the face of the prevailing narrative at the time, 
which cast jazz as a broadly American music, and as a kind of equal-
opportunity soundtrack to racial integration.”

In his 2010 autobiography, African Rhythms (Duke University Press 
Books), written with Willard Jenkins, Weston said he discovered a 
personal connection with the music of Thelonious Monk. “I’m 
convinced Monk came out of the ancient times,” he wrote, “because 
when he played the piano it was no longer a piano, it became for me 
another instrument entirely. When I heard Monk play the piano, it 
stretched my imagination for what I could do on the instrument; 
suddenly, the possibilities seemed endless.”

Weston’s signature composition, “Hi-Fly,” was released in 1958 on 

the Metrojazz album, New Faces at 
Newport. The tune’s “catchy melody and 
moody harmony,” according to JazzWax’s 
Marc Myers (September 4, 2018), “helped 
the song become a heavily recorded jazz 
standard. Randy said the song was inspired 
by his 6-foot 8 frame and how the world 
appeared from his lofty vantage point.”  
Jon Hendricks wrote lyrics for it in 1959 
and also recorded it. It was also recorded 
by Mel Torme and Sarah Vaughan, among 
others.

Two of Weston’s albums were nominated 
for Grammys — Tanjah (Polydor) in 1973 
for Best Jazz Performance by a Big Band 
and in 1995 for The Splendid Master Gnawa 
Musicians of Morocco (Antilles/Polygram) 
in the Best World Music Album category. 
Tanjah spotlighted seven original 
compositions and featured a fairly large 
band including trombonist/arranger Melba 
Liston, trombonist Al Grey, trumpeter Jon 
Faddis, alto saxophonist Norris Turney, 
and tenor saxophonist Billy Harper.

In 2001, Weston received a Jazz Masters 
award from the National Endowment for 
the Arts, and, in 2016, he was voted into 
the DownBeat Hall of Fame. His last album 
as a leader was the two-disc Africa Nubian 
Suite (Independent: 2016). His final public 
concert was held in July 2018 at the Nice 
Jazz Festival in France.

Robin D.G. Kelley, author of Africa Speaks, America Answers 
(Harvard University Press: 2012) and Thelonious Monk: The Life and 
Times of an American Original (Free Press: 2010), said that Weston, 
“more than any other musician, composer, or bandleader of his 
generation…is responsible for fusing modern jazz and African 
music, giving birth to an entirely new musical genre.”

Survivors include Weston’s wife, Fatoumata Mbengue; three 
daughters, Cheryl, Pamela and Kim; seven grandchildren; six great-
grandchildren; and one great-great grandchild.

n Jack Costanzo, 98, percussionist, September 24, 1919, Chicago – 
April 18, 2018, Lakeside, CA. Although he played bongos with Stan 
Kenton and Nat King Cole, Costanzo is probably best known for his 
jamming with actor Marlon Brando and his lessons for actors such 
as Gary Cooper and Rita Moreno, so they could look like authentic 
bongo players in the movies.

After being discharged from the Navy in 1945, Costanzo was hired 
on the West Coast by bandleader Bobby Ramos who had heard him 

NEA Jazz Master Randy Weston warms up during 
a sound check at a Highlights in Jazz concert at the 
Borough of Manhattan Community College in New 
York City on June 11, 2015. Photo by Mitchell Seidel.
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at a jam session. In 1947, he joined Kenton’s 
orchestra and in 1949 was hired by Cole. 
Segregation laws prevented Cole from 
staying in many hotels in the South, and 
Costanzo would forego “whites-only” hotels 
to stay with Cole in lesser accommodations.

Costanzo met Brando while appearing with 
Cole at Carnegie Hall in 1953. Brando, who 
liked his playing, came to the stage door and 
asked to meet him. As a result, they became 
friends and would often jam on the bongos 
at Brando’s Hollywood Hills home. 
“Everybody thinks I taught Marlon 
Brando,” Costanzo told the music website 
herencialatina.com. “I never taught Marlon 
how to play. He knew how to play before I 
met him.”

In the late 1950s, director Frank Capra hired 
Costanzo to teach the bongos to actress 
Carolyn Jones for a role in the Frank Sinatra 
movie, A Hole in the Head. “I gave her eight 
lessons,” he said, “and the talk circuit in 
Hollywood was that Frank Capra said, ‘I’m 
paying this Italian bongo player a thousand 
dollars to give Carolyn Jones eight lessons!’ I 
saw the movie, by the way. She did about 
three seconds on the bongos.” Jones later 
became well known for her role as Morticia 
on The Addams Family TV series.

Throughout his career, Costanzo played on 
several movie soundtracks, appeared on TV 
variety shows and recorded several albums 
as a leader and session player. One of the 
most memorable of his television appear-
ances was a performance of the Walter 
Kent/Manny Curtis song “I’m Gonna Live 
‘Til I Die,” with the dancer/actress Ann 
Miller, on a 1957 episode of The Dinah 
Shore Chevy Show.

Costanzo continued performing well into 
his 90s. “People who didn’t know Jack 
Costanzo,” wrote the Chicago Sun-Times’ 
Maureen O’Donnell (September 24, 2018), 
“might have assumed excess energy was why 
the 98-year-old man kept drumming his 
fingers on tabletops, dashboards, and any 
other available surface. Actually, he just 
couldn’t help it. He was ‘Mr. Bongo’, the 
exuberant musician who helped introduce 
bongos to modern jazz…”

Survivors include 
Costanzo’s wife, 
Maureen Wilson; three 
daughters, Jill Costanzo, 
Valerie Woo Costanzo, 
and CeCe Costanzo;  
a son, Jack James 
Costanzo, Jr.; a 
stepdaughter, Stacy 
Coulter; a stepson, Tod 
Wilson; seven grand-
children; and six great-
grandchildren.

n Ira Sabin, 90, 
publisher/record store 
owner, August 10, 1928, 
Brooklyn – September 
12, 2018, Rockville, MD. 
On a trip to New York 
City with a neighbor in the early 1940s, 
Sabin walked into the Onyx Club on 52nd 
Street. “A man came over and asked me 
what a young kid was doing at a place like 
this,” Sabin recalled in a 1995 interview in 
JazzTimes, the publication he founded in 
1970 as Radio Free Jazz. “We spoke for a few 
minutes before he walked over to the band-
stand and picked up an alto. He turned out 
to be Charlie Parker.”

Parker’s band that night also included 
trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie and drummer 
Max Roach. “I can still see the fireworks, 
hear the explosion of notes and feel the 
sheer joy and excitement as if it were 
yesterday,” Sabin wrote. 

Because many veteran jazz musicians were 
serving in the armed forces during World 
War II, Sabin, a drummer, was able to begin 
working professionally as a musician at age 
15. “A man called me up one day and asked 
me what kind of drums I had,” he recalled 
in a 2000 interview in School Band and 
Orchestra magazine. “I told him what I had 
– tom toms, cymbals, and everything. He 
said, ‘I’ll pick you up at 6:30.’ He didn’t 
even want to know anything about me, just 
that I could play.”

According to Matt Schudel, writing in The 
Washington Post (September 13, 2018) Sabin 
performed in some of Washington, DC’s 
first integrated jazz groups and sometimes 
played at private parties at the Georgetown 
home of Senator John F. Kennedy. By the 

late 1950s, Sabin was 
producing concerts 
that featured such 
well-known jazz 
musicians as Miles 
Davis, Duke 
Ellington, and  
Oscar Peterson.

In 1962, he 
purchased his 
brother-in-law’s 
record store, which 
was located at Ninth 
and U streets NW, in 
the middle of DC’s 
jazz district. He 
renamed it Sabin’s 
Discount Records, 
and it became a 

gathering place for musicians. The genesis 
of JazzTimes was a four-page newsletter 
Sabin began publishing for his customers.  
It carried information about new record 
albums and current performances at jazz 
venues. Radio disc jockeys began sending 
him their playlists, and record labels started 
taking out ads. 

Soon, leading jazz critics such as Leonard 
Feather, Ira Gitler, and Dan Morgenstern 
began to write for the newsletter, and, in 
1970, when it grew from 12 to 28 pages, 
Sabin named it Radio Free Jazz. In 1980, at 
Feather’s suggestion, he retitled it JazzTimes. 
In 1990, when his son Glenn became pub-
lish er, it was converted from newsprint to a 
glossy magazine. It reached its peak circu-
lation of more than 115,000 in the late 
1990s, and the Sabin family sold it in 2009 
to Madavor Media. 

Jazz critic and author Gary Giddins, who 
wrote regularly for JazzTimes, told The New 
York Times that Sabin began the publication 
at a crucial time. “He started at the very 
moment when rock had chased jazz criti-
cism from the press and jazz musicians from 
the clubs,” Giddins said. “Then, Ira 
launched a newsprint magazine that lured 
the best of the established critics and 
encouraged a new generation of them.”

Sabin is survived by his wife, Irma; two 
sons, Glenn and Jeffrey; a daughter, Marla; 
five grandchildren; and three great-
grandchildren. JJ

JerseystoriesJazz

BIG BAND IN THE SKy 
continued from page 8

Ira Sabin with Sarah Vaughan, c. 1967. 
Courtesy of Glenn Sabin.
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Fifteen years ago, on October 15, 2003, 
the Louis Armstrong House Museum 

opened to the public. In the ensuing years, 
hundreds of thousands of people have 
made the trek to Corona, Queens to see 
how jazz’s greatest genius lived. To many 
who have visited, and to many who have 
only heard about the Museum, a question 
lingers: why Corona?

Louis Armstrong could have lived 
anywhere. In 1964, his career was at its all-
time peak of popularity, thanks to the 
shocking success of “Hello, Dolly!” He had 
money, he had fame, but he refused to 
leave the modest home he had been living 
in in the working class neighbor hood of 
Corona, Queens since 1943.

“And you take this neighborhood we live 
in,” Armstrong told Ebony in 1964. “We’re 
right out here with the rest of the colored 
folk and the Puerto Ricans and Italians and 
the Hebrew cats. We don’t need to move 
out in the suburbs to some big mansion 
with lots of servants and yardmen and 
things. What for? What the hell do I care 
about living in a ‘fashionable’ 
neighborhood? Ain’t nobody cutting off the 
lights and gas here ‘cause we didn’t pay the 
bills. The Frigidaire is full of food, what 
more do we need?”

Armstrong stayed put, eventually passing 
away in his bedroom on the morning of 
July 6, 1971. His wife Lucille was devoted to 
her husband’s legacy, but she, too, died 
unexpectedly in October 1983. 

Fortunately, by that point, Lucille had 
already had their home declared a National 
Historic Landmark and she never touched 
her husband’s treasure trove of reel-to-reel 
tapes, scrapbooks, auto biographical 
manuscripts and more that he had amassed 
after nearly 30 years of living in Corona.

Lucille left the home to the City of New 
York, who, working with the Department of 
Cultural Affairs, chose Queens College to 
administer the Armstrong House.

In the summer of 1991, the College made 
one of the most important hires imaginable 

when it selected Michael Cogswell to be the 
Archivist of the Louis Armstrong Archives. 
With a background as a jazz musician and a 
librarian, Cogswell was the perfect choice to 
help open the Armstrong Archives to the 
public in 1994, making Armstrong’s 
personal treasures available to the public for 
the first time. Cogswell also made the 
decision that the institution should 
continue to collect Armstrong-related 
materials. Today, with 12 separate 
collections and donations still arriving on a 
weekly basis, it has turned into the world’s 
largest archives for a single jazz musician. 

In 1995, Queens College asked Cogswell to 
be Director of the Armstrong House. He 
accepted and over the next several years, 
oversaw a $5 million restoration that 
allowed the Armstrong House to open to 
the public in 2003. 

In those 15 years, the Louis Armstrong 
House Museum has welcomed visitors from 

louIs armstronG museum celebrates Its 15tH annIVersary
By Ricky Riccardi

Louis Armstrong entertains neighborhood children on the front steps of his Queens, New York home. 
Photo courtesy of Louis Armstron House Museum.

Wynton Marsalis blows his trumpet on the front 
steps of the Louis Armstrong House Museum 

during a recent visit. Photo courtesy of the LAHM.

continued on page 14
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around the world, including many notable 
figures such as Wynton Marsalis, Tony 
Bennett, Trombone Shorty, Elvis Costello and 
many, many more. The popular Hot Jazz, Cool 
Garden series has presented many Jersey Jazz 
favorites including Bria Skonberg, Jon-Erik 
Kellso, Byron Stripling, Will and Peter 
Anderson, Terrell Stafford, Jane Monheit, Baby 
Soda, Emily Asher, Gordon Au and many 
more. Exhibits have focused on topics such as 
the 50th anniversary of “What a Wonderful 
World,” a humorous look at “Louis Armstrong 
and Food” and a celebration of the famed Hot 
Five.

As exciting as the last 15 years have been, the 
Museum is looking towards and even bigger 
and brighter future thanks to some exciting 
develop ments that will be taking place over the 
next year. In 2016, the Museum received a $2.7 
million grant to digitize its entire research 
collections. The digitization is just about over 
and by the end of 2018, a platform will launch on the 
internet that will allow Armstrong fans and scholars from 
around the world to explore the collections in ways never 
previously imagined.

And construction has begun on a Louis Armstrong 
Education Center directly across the street from the 
Armstrong House. Cogswell enlisted the help of Queens 
College and the Louis Armstrong Educational 
Foundation to secure the property back in 1998 and after 
many years of planning and fundraising, the $24 million 
state-of-the-art facility is due to open in 2019. 

The Archives, still at Queens College, will move to the 
second floor of the Education Center. There will be a 
68-seat Jazz Room that will feature regular concerts, film 
screenings and lectures. There will also be a dazzling new 
exhibit area and some groundbreaking technology that 
will allow visitors to interact with the many treasures in 
our collections (and even, in a way, Armstrong himself) 
in a unprecedented new ways. 

To follow all of the exciting news surrounding the 
Armstrong House, follow us on Facebook, Twitter or 
Instagram and be sure to visit www.louisarmstronghouse.
org where you can read about Louis, plan a trip to 
Corona and support the Museum by becoming a 
member. What a wonderful world, indeed! JJ

MUSEUM ANNIVERSARyy 
continued from page 12

UNDER CONSTRUCTION: A new $24 million Education Center across the street from the Louis 
Armstrong House Museum is expected to open in 2019. Photo courtesy of LAHM.

The ribbon-cutting 
to open the Louis 

Armstrong House 
Museum was held on 

October 15, 2003.  
A musical celebration 

followed, headlined 
by world-famous 

trumpeter Jon Faddis. 
Other musicians and 

musical acts included 
Clark Terry, Jimmy 

Heath, Carrie Smith, 
Randy Sandke, David 

Ostwald’s Gully 
Low Jazz Band, the 

Harlem Blues & 
Jazz Band, and the 

Queens College Jazz 
Ensemble. Photo 

courtesy of LAHM.

Ricky Riccardi is the Director of Research Collections for the Louis 
Armstrong House Museum and author of What a Wonderful World: 

The Magic of Louis Armstrong’s Later years.
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In early December of last year, 
Archie Shepp spent a few days 

at Princeton University to both 
work with students and present a 
full concert to the public. [Jersey 
Jazz, January, 2018]While there, 
he made time to talk about 
growing up in Philadelphia with 
several of that city’s other jazz 
legends, attending Goddard 
College, his early years in 
Harlem, why he moved away 
from free jazz and his attraction 
to education.

Schaen Fox is a longtime jazz fan. Now retired, he devotes much of his time to the 
music and shares his encounters with musicians in this column.

talking Jazz

A Jersey Jazz Interview 
with Archie Shepp 
By Schaen Fox

JerseystoriesJazz

JJ: Is there anything special that you wish 
to talk about?

as: No, just that the world seems to be a 
dangerous place and we need good people to get 
us out of the morass we are in. After the concert at 
Princeton, we will do a project with my quartet in 
New Orleans. That won’t be until May. We are 
hoping to do a CD in homage to John Coltrane. That 
would be with probably Jason Moran and Nasheet 
Waits on drums. I haven’t figured out the bass 
player yet, but that is the idea. We have also been 
working with a French gospel choir. They are black 
performers from the French speaking islands of 
Guadeloupe and Martinique, and like that. They are 
singing African American spirituals, and art songs 
like “God Bless the Child,” and Ellington’s “Come 
Sunday.” We have already done a couple of 

performances, one at the Philharmonie de Paris 
and another in Germany near Mannheim. 

JJ: Are there any other members of your 
family or your parent’s friends who have 
made music their career? 

as: No, but I was surrounded by music. Jimmy 
McGriff lived up on the corner of our block. I met 
Lee Morgan as a young man. I’m a year or so older 
than him, but he was already playing marvelously, 
and was an amazing performer. He and later John 
Coltrane gave me quite a bit of help. Also Clarence 
Sharpe, who was known as C Sharpe, was an 
advisor to Lee and me as well. There were so many 
excellent musicians in Philadelphia that I feel very 
fortunate to have formed a relationship with many 
of them; particularly Morgan and Sharp, who were 
important to me at that time, and, of course, my 

father, who played a lot of banjo; at the time I really 
didn’t realize how important he was for me, but 
now I do. 

I had intended to study with Jimmy Heath. I heard 
him at a concert in Philadelphia, and was very 
impressed. I was about 17 years old. I asked if he 
would show me some things on the saxophone.  
I went to see him for a lesson, and I found out he 
didn’t have a horn. He played on mine. I had just 
gotten it. My grandmother had helped me buy a 
saxophone. I couldn’t get much out of it. I was 
playing clarinet. I took clarinet lessons and piano 
lessons, but the sax I didn’t know anything about. 
He was sitting on the cellar stairs. He took the horn 
and played it. When he gave it back to me, it 
seemed as though the horn had changed color. It 
had come to life. What we did that day, we had a 
jam session. 

Archie Shepp. Photo by Fred Toulet.
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The following week I went for my first lesson and I found out Jimmy was in jail. 
He stayed in jail — I was told — for six years. I didn’t see him again for about 
ten years after that. I thought it was a terrible thing, but it is the way black 
people have been exploited. Holiday, Parker and people like that that, unfortu-
nately have fallen victim to drugs, but then the drugs are used as a way of 
victimizing these people. They can’t make a living. So I met some good people 
along the way. I wasn’t always able to benefit from the knowledge and 
expertise that they had. Jimmy was one of those people. He is still a good 
friend, and in my estimation one of the greatest saxophonists ever. 

JJ: Did you have any musician friends in high school or college that 
we might know of?

as: They weren’t all in Germantown: Bobby Timmons, Lee Morgan, Ted 
Curson and guys like Sam Reed who is in his 80s now, and still active in 
Philadelphia. Sam never made many recordings, and may not be so well 
known, but he is a very fine alto saxophone player. C Sharpe was an older 
player, a little younger than Coltrane, but an excellent alto saxophonist, who 
had a lot of influence on Lee Morgan. I learned a lot from him. He died rather 
early, and was a legend around Philly.

Reggie Workman and I remain very good friends. Once in high school, we were 
passing between classes, and Reggie said something to a guy that the guy 
didn’t like. He pulled out a huge gun and told us to go outside. We did exactly 
what he said. It ended up with Reggie being shot in the arm. It didn’t end his 
career, but for a year or so he left the school orchestra to get his arm back in 
shape. He became an excellent bassist, and played with Coltrane, Max and 
people like that. 

JJ: Have you seen the recent documentary I Called Him Morgan?

as:: Reggie told me people who were going to make the film were doing 
interviews. He had suggested to one of the people 
involved that they talk to me, but I haven’t seen it. 
Lee was a very dear friend. We were very close. I 
had introduced Lee to Reggie. Lee was a very young 
man, maybe 15 or 16 years old, and an invaluable 
resource. I can remember at jam sessions at times 
he would introduce us to music theory. For 
example, he would sit at the piano, play a note, and 
ask us which note that was. He was a real teacher. 
As a young man he had qualities that exceeded 
those of the average musician. 

I was with him the night Dizzy asked him to join the 
band. That was the year I went off to college. Lee 
was only 18 at the time. He had a scholarship to 
Juilliard, but his Juilliard became Dizzy Gillespie. 
Dizzy had an enormous appreciation for him and 
gave him a long solo on “A Night In Tunisia.” He 
saw in Lee prodigious qualities. When Lee 
auditioned for the band, he sight read all of Dizzy’s 
music perfectly. At the same time Curtis Fuller 
auditioned, and didn’t get the part. I understand 
that Al Gray was the lead trombone, and didn’t 
think Curtis’ sound fit with the band. That may or 
may not be true. Years later I heard Curtis with 

Count Basie, and I was very impressed. He was playing third trombone, and 
gave the trombone section an entirely different sound. It was quite impressive. 
If I had been leader of the trombone section I wouldn’t have rejected him. 

I went down to hear Lee at Birdland on 52nd Street. After the concert, I went 
with him just to talk about the old days. I remember he was standing facing 
Birdland, and the lights from the street were shinning in his face. He said, “You 
know it’s a great life, but sometimes you get so lonely,” as though he was 
defining the direction his life would take. I had a feeling of sadness for him at 
that moment. Later he became a real star in New York, and I think that some 
of the things he had learned from street life in Philadelphia overtook his better 
instincts. He was adored by some of the toughest guys in the community. They 
loved him, because he was a young guy with so much musical talent. I remem-
ber we were hanging out one day in the projects, a tough scene on Poplar 
Street; he had befriended Black Bart one of the roughest guys in the area. Lee 
and he had this joking relationship in which they would insult each other. Lee 
could say almost anything to him, and he would laugh. 

Lee admired those qualities. I did too, because growing up in the ghetto it’s the 
tough guys you frequently admire in spite of yourself. Lee was a very nice 
young man. In the film I understand before he was murdered by his wife, 
Helen, he had slapped her or something like that. That was not at all the guy I 
knew, but I knew too that his life had evolved quite a bit since that time at 
Birdland. Maybe he tried to live out some of that admiration for the toughest 
guys he had known as a young man. Unfortunately that wasn’t really who he 
was, but that is what it turned out to be. 

JJ: It must have been a culture shock to go from Germantown 
High School to Goddard College in 1955?

as: Oh yes, it really was. It took me at least a year to adjust to the ambiance. 
In Philadelphia I was in the black ghetto. Going to Goddard was really a 
dramatic change. I remember getting on the train in Philadelphia. As we passed 
through New York, people continued to get off until finally we were really way 
up north near Canada; and there were only two or three of us on the train. 

Goddard is only 125 miles from Montreal. I really felt I was 
in a white world, having lived my whole life in a black 
community. Fortunately they had a psychologist, Marge 
Towsend on campus. She helped me quite a bit to adjust 
to this new environment. Suddenly there were more white 
people in my classes than black. I had to adjust to a new 
world. In fact I became not a black man, but a man at 
Goddard. I had to relate to people I never thought I would 
have gotten to know. It was good for me, because I 
evolved into the person I am today. 

JJ: What was it like to be around Malcolm X?

as: Oh Malcolm was a very charismatic, totally 
unabashed, undaunted, unafraid and an important role 
model for people of my generation. I heard him speak on a 
couple of occasions, and I just missed meeting him. We 
had a gathering at a hotel in New York and he was there. I 
came with Amiri Baraka, he was Leroy Jones at the time, 
and as we got to the meeting, Malcolm had just left. So I 
missed my one chance to meet him, though I did hear him 
preach at the Temple No. 7, the Black Muslims mosque in 
New York. 

I heard him speak on the street. He was very powerful, 

JerseystoriesJazz
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very impressive. When a speaker speaks on the 
streets in New York, you have to have an American 
flag somewhere on display. This was a huge 
gathering with thousands of people, and I could just 
make out Malcom on the podium. He had this little 
flag that you could buy at Woolworths. You couldn’t 
see it, but he had it. He planted it on the podium, 
pointed at it and said, “You see that flag? Your 
mother was raped under that flag.” The crowd 
responded, “Yeah!” Then he said, “Your father was 
murdered under that flag.” And the crowd 
responded again. There were these huge white 
cops all around the place turning red at every 
remark he made. That is the kind of man he was.

JJ: What is your opinion of Spike Lee’s film 
Malcolm X?

as: I think a lot of Spike because we do not have 
a lot of film makers of color. That was a good film, 
but it didn’t say enough about Malcolm the man. If 
you look at Spielberg’s film Schindler’s List, I 
thought Spielberg did more of what I would have 
expected from Spike, something more in depth, 
less conspicuous. It was in color and the cloths 
were sharp and chic. He came off as more an 
image than as a person who had helped with the 
liberation of African Americans. I would have liked 
to have seen more of Martin Luther King in that 
film. Even though they didn’t work together, they 
both were working towards the same goal. So 
there were some things lacking. 

I felt that on Clint Eastwood’s film on Charlie 
Parker. I was surprised he didn’t have more on 
Miles Davis and people who actually worked with 
Charlie Parker during the period. He relied so 
heavily on Red Rodney and Bird’s wife Chan. She 
was a nice lady, and very important to Charlie 
Parker, but I felt Eastwood could have dotted more 
i’s and crossed more t’s in terms of Parker’s real 
ambiance - the African American people, the black 
community he served so well. 

JJ: What was it like to be around John 
Coltrane?

as: He was a wonderful man, the brother that I 
never had, but wished for. I met him just after 
college. We were both from Philadelphia; John by 
way of North Carolina, myself by way of Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida. I’m a decade or so younger 
than John. I happened to see him at a club in 
Philadelphia just before I went to college. After I left 
college I stayed with my aunt in Harlem for a few 
months. I started going to hear John. Music was 
everywhere in New York. That is one of the reasons 
I relocated to New York while I was in college. 

I started going down to The Five Spot to hear John 

playing with Monk. 
The intermission 
would begin, and 
Trane would not 
stop. He would go 
into the kitchen in 
the back and 
continue to 
practice until the 
next set. So he 
played all night 
long. At the end of 
the night at about 
four in the 
morning I got up 
enough nerve to 
ask, “Mr. Coltrane 
I’m from Philadelphia, and I wonder if you would 
help me with my horn?” He very graciously wrote 
his address and invited me to come to his home. 
He was living on Columbus Ave., not too far from 
my aunt. 

He practiced even after he left the gig. He would go 
home and practice until he went to sleep. I heard 
from a friend of mine that he stopped by Coltrane’s 
home after a performance at six in the morning and 
John was asleep on the bed, his horn on his 
stomach. I arrived at ten o’clock the next morning 
and he was asleep. I waited and he got up about 
one. He had his horn on the sofa. He went straight 
to his saxophone, and started to play something 
that might have become “Giant Steps.” I’d never 
heard the saxophone played like that. He played 10, 
15 minutes of improv which was fascinating really. 

JJ: Do you remember the last time you saw 
him?

as: It was at the Newport Festival. In fact it is a 
recording. His performance is on one side, and 
mine on the other. It’s called New Thing At 
Newport. John had gained a lot of weight, and I 
remember him saying, “I’ve gained too much. I’m 
going to lose some weight.” I don’t think he knew 
he had a liver problem. I attended his funeral, but I 
didn’t go to look in his casket. I wanted to 
remember him as I had seen him. 

JJ: How did you meet Cecil Taylor? 

as: That was quite fortuitous. I used to jam at a 
place in the Village called the Café Wha? The guy 
who ran the sessions was a vibraphone player 
named Dave Pike. I’d be there just about every 
afternoon. One day Cecil’s bassist Buell Neidlinger 
was sitting in, and he happened to hear me. He told 
Cecil that he had met me. Cecil was looking for a 
saxophone player, and was about to make a re -
cord ing. When I met him he said, “Do you want to 

make a record?” I said, 
“Yeah. I’d love to.” I 
used to go to his home 
every day. He was a 
very intelligent man. I 
often equate him with 
James Baldwin. He had 
a very interesting 
perspective on things, 
and as a young black 
man, I learned a great 
deal from him, not only 
musically, but 
intellectually, and the 
history that surrounds 
African American 
music. 

Cecil had studied dancing, fencing, and had 
graduated from the New England Conservatory. 
Things overlapped in terms of our interests. I had 
majored in theater at Goddard College, but music 
had always been something that was a part of me. 
My father played the banjo, and I had been listening 
to the blues since I was a little boy. Our interests 
merged in different ways, particularly intellectually 
and artistically. 

JJ: Please tell us about your decision to 
move away from free jazz.

as: After my mother died, I had a random 
conversation with a lady friend of the family. She 
said, “I have all your records. When are you going 
to play something that I can understand?” It 
brought home graphically to me, though I was 
recording for a major recording company most of 
my music was not accessible to my own people, 
the African American community who listened 
more to Horace Silver, Freddy Hubbard and Lee 
Morgan. I could see why. Their music was much 
more associated with traditional elements of blues 
and swing. After I got involved with Cecil Taylor, I 
moved to the other end of the spectrum to music 
you might say was more intellectual, and probably 
listened to more by the middle class white commu-
nity than the working class black community.  
I consciously decided to go back to the music my 
father had first introduced me to. Funny thing, after 
I decided to go back to the more traditional form, 
my dad began to listen to some of these guys, 
“That Bud Powell is not so bad.” [Laughs] I find I am 
much more relaxed playing in the context that 
people understand than one where I am constantly 
trying to create something new.

My father was more into blues and the black 
classical performers like Basie, Panama Francis, 
Slim Gaillard, John Lee Hooker and Lightning 

At the end of the 
night at about four in 
the morning I got up 
enough nerve to ask, 
“Mr. Coltrane I’m from 
Philadelphia, and I 
wonder if you would 
help me with my horn?”
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Hopkins. In fact there was a kind of generation gap when I began to listen to 
Charlie Parker, Bud Powell and people like that. He would reproach me and 
say, “You think you’re a man now?” Actually, Parker doesn’t get credit for it, 
but he and Dizzy opened the door particularly for those of us who had come 
from a more traditional background. Bebop was an urban music. The previous 
style of swing had evolved from the country, particularly blues and so on. So 
there was this difference, rather like what occurred in the political discord 
between Martin Luther King and Malcolm X. Dr. King probably had a greater 
impact on the people in the community who were older whereas Malcolm had 
a larger audience among younger people who could see how his discourse 
related to the problems of urban blacks. 

JJ: Would you tell us about your famous work Attica Blues?

as: I think the most important thing is, if I hadn’t written that music, probably 
we wouldn’t be talking about Attica. The Attica Project has been revised a few 
times. I’ve recorded three versions of Attica Blues, all different. I think it has a 
great deal of social importance. It reminds people of a profound tragedy that 
took place so many years ago, that we still have not rectified; the injustice that 
was done to those men at that time, not only the prisoners, but the guards, 
and the fact that nobody talks about it and probably wouldn’t now. I feel 
somewhat proud of the fact that I’ve kept this tragedy and the injustice that 
surrounds it still news, and that it still has meaning.

JJ: Do you have any career 
souvenirs visitors might see?

as: Only my father’s banjos. They are 
four string banjos used in the early ‘20s. I 
have problems with a pinched nerve in 
my neck, so I have a certain numbness in 
my right hand. It has prevented me from 
resuming my study of that instrument. It 
has been so many years since my father 
instructed me on the banjo. When I was 
young, I pursued that for a little while, 
then we moved to Philadelphia, and I 
began to take piano lessons, then the 
clarinet and saxophone. I didn’t pursue 
the banjo the way I might have. As I got 
older, I heard guys like Taj Mahal, and 
really good banjo players on the radio. I 
began to think it was a shame, that I 
hadn’t continued. All I can do now is look 
at them. 

JJ: What are you best memories of 
getting the 2016 NEA Jazz Master 
Award?

as: When I first heard about it, I 
thought somebody was tricking me. I told 
my companion, Monette, “This can’t be 
true,” especially when they talked about 
a financial award. I couldn’t believe that 
there was money attached to it, so I was 

about not to answer, but my companion answered for me. The next thing I 
knew was they had put the money in the bank. I said. “Wow! What’s going on?” 
I never knew anyone thought of me as being that important to music. Later I 
met Jason Moran, a very nice young man. He was very supportive. In fact he 
played three of my tunes at the celebration. It was quite moving. I got to see 
Jimmy Heath. Jimmy is 90 years old now. I think the NEA was important. 
Certainly it gave me more confidence in the work I have done, and what I tried 
to contribute through my music.

JJ: Is there any film novel or story that you feel captures the life of 
a musician?

as: There are lots of books. I thought Marshall Stearns’s The Story of Jazz, 
Harold Courlander’s book on Negro Folk Music, Eileen Southern’s Music of 
Black Americans are excellent. Those are really interesting works, not because 
they talk about jazz, because they talk about African American music. 
Unfortunately around the turn of the century, white American musicologist 
really didn’t take Negro music seriously. That’s why we end up with “jazz,” 
which is really a French word, put on the music of African Americans. 

As you know, the French had a lot to do with the popularizing of black music. 
The Francophone musicologists were the first to write seriously about black 
music; for example, Hughes Panassie and Charles Delaunay. Ernst Ansermet, 
the famous Swiss conductor wrote the first really in depth article about Sidney 
Bechet in 1919. He concluded “…one day everyone will be swinging his way.” I 
think he was right. 

A Frenchman from the Basque region said, “We have a word in French “lou 
jass” which in certain areas means “an 
animal shelter.” They use the term 
“jaser” which means “to talk.” In fact 
there is a village in France named Jass 
which is exactly the way jazz was spelled 
in the 1920s in New Orleans. It all leads 
to the fact that this was not an English 
term, but a French word. If French 
people know it they tend to avoid talking 
about it, [laughs] because they like to 
think about it as something exotic 
created by black people in the United 
States. 

JJ: You have spent so much of 
your life in New England. Is that 
due to your experience at 
Goddard?

as:: That is purely by chance. I had 
been teaching at the University of Buffalo 
when they started their Black Studies 
Program. It was still a program, and then 
it became a Black Studies Department. 
They were looking for someone to be in 
charge of the program. One of the men 
doing the search was Charles Keil who 
wrote the book Urban Blues. He is the 
cousin of Roswell Rudd, who was my 
trombone player. While we were 
rehearsing Four For Trane, my first 
important recording, Roswell got a call 
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from Charles. Charles asked, “Do you know anybody that wants to be the 
head of a black studies program?” I asked. “How much does it pay?” I had 
taught in a New York public school for two years, and had done social 
work, so I had some professional experience. He said, “$16,000 a year.” 
That was back in 1969 at least, and it sounded like good money to me.  
I said, “I’d be interested.” I went up to Buffalo and did the interview with 
the chairman Michael Myerson. I got the job of first acting director of the 
Black Studies Program at the University of Buffalo. 

JJ: Do you have a real interest in going into teaching or was it 
more serendipity?

as: I was quiet interested in teaching. I was always academically 
inclined. I was a good student all the way through high school, particularly 
in English. I was one of several high school students who won an award in 
poetry. I went to college on a full academic scholarship, not for sports. It 
was only natural that teaching appealed to me. My grandmother and my 
father were people who always read a lot. My father only went to third 
grade, but he taught himself to read, and was quite an interesting man. 

Yes it was only natural. Many people in my family became teachers. My 
aunt was the first black day care teacher in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. She 
opened a center for child care, and I was one of her first students. My 
cousin Evergreen went to Columbia and became a teacher. I encouraged 
all my children to go into teaching but none of them have. One graduated 
from Princeton. He is a photographer. I have a son out in Washington. He 
plays the drums. He graduated from U Mass. One of my daughters 
graduated from Barnard College. My other daughter graduated from  
U Mass. 

JJ: What cultural shifts have you noted among your students 
over the decades? 

as: Music isn’t as it used to be. I taught at the University of 
Massachusetts for 32 years. Around the 1980s there was a dramatic 
change in terms of the kind of music young people were listening to. 
When I came in the ‘70s, I had students some of whom had been in 
Vietnam. They were mature, they listened to jazz, and they knew who 
people were: Ellington, Basie, Coltrane and this kind of thing. But around 
the 1980s, I can remember giving my students exams asking, “What 
instrument did Duke Ellington play?” I’d get answers like “Trumpet.” 
[Chuckles] It was an entirely different scene. Kids no longer listened to the 
same music, and as you can see today, especially as far as the black 
community is concerned, the music has evolved into something else 
altogether. Nowadays it is more poetry supported by a quasi-blues, so 
“Things Ain’t What They Used To Be.” 

JJ:  That is a good point to end with. Thank you so much for 
being so generous with your time. This has been a real treat for 
me. 

as: Thank you Schaen. It’s been a pleasure. JJ
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During Bernie 
Williams’ glory 

years with the New 
York Yankees the team 
won four World Series 
championships. Talent 
notwithstanding, team-
work was a key ingre-
dient in the team’s 
success. That same 
teamwork, according to 
Williams, is just as 
critical in his second 
career, music.

During the afternoon of 
September 8, preceding 
an evening performance 
by Williams and his All-
Star Band at the Jay and 
Linda Grunin Center 
for the Arts in Toms 
River, the jazz guitarist 
conducted a master 
class for members of 
the Ocean County College jazz band. The lesson for the day: 
Teamwork on the Bandstand. 

“Look at each other,” he urged the OCC players. “Always be 
thinking, ‘How can I contribute to this guy?’ When you’re soloing, 
say what you have to say and then cue the other person. Let them 
know when you’re done.”

The band, led by Dave Marowitz, OCC adjunct associate professor 
of music and director of jazz studies, started off with Eddie Harris’ 
“Listen Here,” while Williams observed. Then he joined them on 
Steve Kuhn’s “Butterfat” and Donny Hathaway’s “Valdez in the 
Country.” 

Williams jammed with everyone in the band, but spent extra time 
with the two guitarists, Chris Freeman from Brick and David 
Racioppi of Bayville. 

Both guitarists absorbed Williams’ message about teamwork. 
Pointing out that he treated the students as if they were “veteran 
jazz musicians,” Freeman said that Williams told him, “one loses 
contact with the band and the music when focusing too heavily on 
his own instrument.” 

Racioppi added that, “One thing I found helpful that could be 
applied instantly was that playing in a jazz band, especially one of 
our size, is an act of supporting one another, during the song and 
during the improvisation section of it.”

Freeman admitted that 
he was “quite star 
struck upon meeting 
Mr. Williams. I was also 
amazed by his hum-
bling generosity and 
willingness to meet with 
the students of a small 
community college in 
Ocean County, New 
Jersey.” Racioppi said 
playing with and 
listening to Williams 
was “like looking into 
the future of what my 
guitar playing could be 
like. He was comfort-
able in the band and 
played with us quite 
easily.”

Some of Williams’ 
other suggestions to the 
band members: 

“When you’re playing a solo, make your statement. It’s 
like making a speech. It’s your ability to express yourself 
in a creative way. Get people into your comfort zone.”

“Listening to music is almost as important as playing. 
Open your ears to hear what everybody else is playing.”

“Get into the blues. A lot of the jazz aesthetic is based on 
the blues.”

Williams’ most recent album, Moving Forward, was recorded and 
released in 2009 on the Reform Records label and then reissued last 
year by Eq Music. 

It features performances by the late jazz bassist (and NBA basketball 
player) Waymon Tisdale as well as banjoist Bela Fleck and 
keyboardist David Benoit, among others. 

But the biggest surprise is a live recording of Williams playing 
acoustic guitar with Bruce Springsteen on Springsteen’s song, 
“Glory Days,” written in 1984 as the result of his encounter with a 
former Little League baseball teammate. 

And, not surprisingly, there was a jazz interpretation of “Take Me 
Out to the Ballgame”. 

In his review of Moving Forward for AllMusic, Jonathan Widran 
said the album “proves that while the four-time World Series 
champ’s glory days are behind him as a ballplayer, he’s ‘Moving 
Forward’ towards a stellar career in music.” JJ

bernie williams stresses ‘teamwork’ during occ master class
By Sanford Josephson

From left in back row: keyboardist Armen Gharibian, Dave Marowitz, vocalist Rose Lees, bass 
guitarist/guitarist Brendan Mariney, guitarist David Racioppi, guitarist Chris Freeman. Front row, 
from left, alto and tenor saxophonist Edward Benson, alto saxophonist Grace Rochette, Bernie 
Williams, alto saxophonist Jordan Varga and trumpeter Brandon Cooper. Photo by Sue Marowitz.
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For the record, I was involved in the planning 
and production of this event in conjunction 
with Ray Hoffman, Dr. David Demsey, 
Coordinator of Jazz Studies at William 
Paterson University, Phil Pampinella, 
Marlene’s brother, and Barbara Marshall, 
Marlene’s sister.

Celebrating the life of Marlene VerPlanck 
proved to be a joyous occasion. She 

brought much joy and pleasure to a wide 
spectrum of people with her magnificent 
interpretations of the Great American 
Songbook, a rich musical catalog that she 
revered. Marlene engaged in an unending 
search for material that was often obscure, 
but always first-rate. She also debuted many 
songs with music by her husband, Billy 
VerPlanck, and words by a variety of lyricists, 
and was also open to recording songs by 
other current songwriters like Francesca 
Blumenthal, Ronny Whyte and Roger Schore. 

She began her career as a big band singer for 
Tommy Dorsey and Charlie Spivak. Follow-
ing her marriage to Billy, they settled in New 
York City where Marlene became one of the top advertising jingle 
and studio singers.

It was her appearance on the Alec Wilder NPR radio series American 
Popular Song that prompted her to seek wider recog nition for her 
jazz-inspired singing of popular songs. Over the years, she devel-
oped an international fan base, recording more than 20 albums, and 
appearing in clubs and concerts all over this country, and exten-
sively in Europe.

To celebrate Marlene’s musical life, an outstanding gathering of 
musicians, who had working relationships with her, gathered at the 
Shea Center for Performing Arts at William Paterson University on 
September 23.

One of her earliest musical colleagues from the studio days was the 
legendary guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli. He does not get out much these 
days, but when he heard about this tribute to Marlene, he and his 
wife Ruth insisted on attending. His daughter Mary brought her 
parents to the concert, and shared some words about Marlene from 
her father. It served as a nice launch pad for what was to come.

Longtime VerPlanck family friend, Ray Hoffman, hosted the 
concert. Ray, who also wrote occasional lyrics to Billy’s melodies, 
songs that became permanent parts of Marlene’s repertoire, proved 
to be a congenial and informative moderator.

To start the musical proceedings, Paul Pampinella, Marlene’s 
nephew, brought the Vintage Vocal Quartet, a group of which he is 
a member, down from Boston, where he teaches voice at the Berklee 
College of Music. 

Paul, who also is the group’s guitarist, pianist Taylor O’Donnell, 
bassist David Scott and trumpeter Adam Gautille sang “Undecided,” 
“Stardust,” and “Their Hearts Were Full of Spring.” Paul’s sister, 
Kristen Deppe, then joined them, as they provided instrumental 
accompaniment for her to sing a lovely version of “Skylark,” a song 
that Marlene often included in her programs. The influence of 
Marlene on both her nephew and her niece was palpable.

Vocalist Annette Sanders was, like Marlene, another important 
presence on the jingle and studio scene. With support from pianist 
Mike Renzi, bassist Jay Leonhart and drummer Ron Vincent, 
Annette chose to offer up a touching reading of “Some Other 
Time,” and followed it with “I Thought About You.” The latter tune 
was the one that Marlene usually sang when invited to sit in at a gig.

Jay Leonhart was a frequent presence on bass at Marlene’s gigs. On 
this occasion, he invited pianist Tomoko Ohno and drummer Vito 
Lesczak, the regular members of his trio, to join him for two of his 
witty original compositions, “Playboy Club” and “Me and Lenny.” 
Leonhart writes lyrics that are highly individualistic and sings them 
in his own inimitable style.

marlene VerPlanck – celebrating a life In song
September 23, 2018 | William Paterson University Shea Center for Performing Arts

By Joe Lang

Sheet music and ephemera from the Billy and Marlene VerPlanck concert at William Paterson University. 
Photo by Mitchell Seidel.
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It was then time to showcase a few 
of the talented jazz students at 
William Paterson University. In the 
1990s, Marlene recorded two 
albums backed by a French band of 
four saxophones and rhythm called 
Saxomania. Dr. David Demsey, who 
is a superb reed player, recruited 
saxophonists William McKee, Tyler 
Greenwood and Alex DeLazzari, 
pianist Walter Gorra, bassist 
Michael Topping and drummer 
Hank Allen-Barfield to play two of 
the demanding charts that Billy 
wrote for the Saxomania sessions. 
Vocalist Mollie Friedman 
beautifully delivered the first 
selection, “Something to Live For.” 
Karen Heo swung nicely on 
“Everything But You,” with some 
fine scatting along the way.

When Billy VerPlanck died in 2009, 
a scholarship was endowed in his 
name for a jazz studies trombone 
student at William Paterson 
University. Now that Marlene has 
joined Billy, her name has been 
added to the scholarship. The 
proceeds from this concert all went 
into the scholarship fund.

To illustrate the impact this scholar-
ship has had on the WPU Jazz 
Studies program, two former 
scholarship recipients, Matthew 
DeLeon and Caleb Rumley, and 
Amanda Bloss, a graduate trombone 
student, played a spirited chart on 
J.J. Johnson’s “Say When,” arranged 
by Rumley, performing with same 
Saxomania rhythm section. 

The second half of the program 
started with Ray Hoffman being 
joined by three of the lyricists who 
worked with Billy, Leon Nock, Frank 
Grant and Tom Tierney, and Roger 
Schore, a lyricist who had several 
lyrics performed by Marlene. Each of 
them spoke about their experiences 
working with Marlene and Billy. Ray 
included a vocal on his first 
collaboration with Billy, “Sing Me to 
Sleep,” nicely accompanied by Russ 
Kassoff on piano.

Performers watch from the wings as they await their turns, from left: Sandy Stewart,  Mike Renzi, Ronny Whyte, 
Boots Maleson, Jay Leonhart and Bill Charlap. Photo by Mitchell Seidel.

William Paterson University’s Saxomania band performs some of Billy VerPlanck’s musical arrangements. 
Photo by Mitchell Seidel.

continued on page 28
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It was also announced that the Marlene and Billy 
VerPlanck music archive had been donated to the 
Library of Congress. Matthew Barton, Curator of 
Recorded Sound at the Library of Congress, spoke about 
how the VerPlack archive would be integrated into their 
permanent collection. 

Singer/pianist Ronny Whyte was not only a longtime 
friend of the VerPlanck’s, but also wrote the words and 
or music for several songs in Marlene’s repertoire. With 
help from Boots Maleson on bass and Ron Vincent on 
drums, he debuted a song that he com posed, with lyrics 
by Frank Grant, “The Wonder of Music and Love,” 
inspired by their memories of the VerPlancks. Ronny 
then left the piano to be replaced by Russ Kassoff for 
another Whyte/Grant original, “I Love the Way You 
Dance,” a song included by Marlene on her 2015 album, 
I Give Up, I’m in Love.

Two of the pianists whom Marlene often used on her 
gigs were Tomoko Ohno and Tedd Firth, both graduates 
of the WPU Jazz Studies program. Each of them took 
the spotlight for one selection. Tomoko, joined by Jay 
Leonhart on bass and Vito Lesczak on drums, played a 
hip take on “What a Difference a Day Made.” Tedd was 
inspired as he explored “All in Fun,” a song that he was 
introduced to on his first gig with Marlene, a date that 
fittingly took place at WPU.

Sandy Stewart was another singer who was active in the 
studios and on jingles when Marlene was there. She has 
become known for her wonder fully perceptive and 
understated reading of lyrics as a pop/jazz singer. She 
got totally inside of “A Sleepin’ Bee,” and then sang an 
in  tensely personal version of “After You, Who?” that 
will echo in the memories of all who experienced it. Her 
peerless support came from her pianist son, Bill Charlap.

Bill Charlap and trumpeter Warren Vaché used to 
perform as a duo, and made one album together. They 
gave us a taste of their empathetic musical partnership, 
taking a sprightly run through “Pick Yourself Up.”

Singer/pianist Daryl Sherman just played the singer role 
for her portion of the program. The piano chair was 
filled by Mike Renzi, with Boots Maleson on bass and 
Ron Vincent on drums. Daryl began with a wonderful Cole Porter 
tune, “Why Shouldn’t I?” Her second selection was a song by Billy 
and a team of Marlene’s relatives, the haunting “Rainbow Hill,” a 
song that Daryl included as a special tribute to Marlene on her most 
recent album, Lost in a Crowded Place. 

It was now time to wrap things up with a song that Marlene often 
used as a closer, “Before the Parade Passes By.” Tedd Firth created a 

superb arrangement that featured Warren Vaché stating the melody 
before all of the singers joined in, alternating the lines among them 
as designated by Tedd’s chart, and finishing the concert on another 
high note.

The response from the audi ence was wildly positive through out the 
afternoon. All of the performers were in spir d by the occasion, and 
the indefatigable spirit of Marlene VerPlanck was in the air during 
the entire event. It was a special day for a special lady! JJ

MARLENE VERPLANCK TRIBUTE
continued from page 27

Tomoko Ono, left,  Jay Leonhart, center and Vito Lesczak perform at the Marlene and Billy 
VerPlanck scholarship concert. Photo by Mitchell Seidel.

Various vocalists (and others) pay tribute to Billy and Marlene VerPlanckat William Paterson 
University, from left: Ronny Whyte, Daryl Sherman, Boots Maleson, Sandy Stewart, Annette 
Sanders, Kreisten Deppe and Paul Pampinella. Photo by Mitchell Seidel

Thanks to Ray Hoffman much of the Marlene VerPlanck memorial tribute concert can be viewed on line at the folowing links:  
Part 1: vimeo.com/294072175 and Part 2: vimeo.com/294230452
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nJcu alumni Jazz big 
band Hits a High note  
on Jersey city Pier
By Don Jay Smith

For what has become a September tradition in Jersey City, 
Professor Dick Lowenthal assembled the NJCU Alumni Jazz Big 

Band for its 6th annual concert in mid-September. Instituted by 
NJCU President Dr. Sue Henderson, the concert serves up a 
swinging big band in a spectacular venue. Dick Lowenthal is a 
master at programming a perfectly paced show which this year 
celebrated WBGO’s 40 years of jazz radio and paid tribute to the 
70th anniversary of the famous Benny Goodman Orchestra’s 1938 
Carnegie Hall Concert.

Following a welcome to the large crowd by Hall of Fame 
Broadcaster and WCTC radio personality Bert Baron on September 
14, Professor Lowenthal opened the concert with “Life Goes to a 
Party,” the Benny Goodman/Harry James composition performed 
at the Goodman Carnegie Hall Concert. The arrangement featured 
solos by Bob Magnuson on tenor sax, John DiSanto on clarinet, 
Allen Farnham on piano and Vinnie Cutro on trumpet. 

Since going on the air part timein 1979, WBGO has become the world’s most 
listened to jazz radio station and Professor Lowenthal talked about how the 
statio began its life as the radio station for the Newark Board of Education in 
1948. The band paid tribute to the world-famous station playing tunes of three 
great Newark jazz musicians. The first was Sarah Vaughan and featured vocalist 
Vanessa Perea, an NJCU graduate and emerging star in the jazz world. Vanessa 
showed off her gorgeous voice with wonderful renditions of “‘Deed I Do,” 
“Misty” and “Bye Bye Blackbird.” The other two Newark jazz icons were Wayne 
Shorter and James Moody. The band performed the Shorter composition “Infant 
Eyes” arranged by drummer Rich DeRosa highlighted by great sax work by 
Mark Friedman and the virtuoso piano of faculty member Allen Farnham.

Then, thanks to James Moody’s widow, Linda, Lowenthal drew on charts from 
three works from the great saxophonist’s book: “Last Train from Overbrook’s” 
David Baker arrangement brought the trumpet section of Marcel Bellinger, 
Vinnie Cutro, Nathan Eklund and Freddie Hendrix out front for a searing 
improvisational duel and featured the tenor work of Bob Magnuson; “Moody’s 
Mood for Love,” arranged by Dave Lalama and highlighting the 2017 winner of 
the Clark Terry Award, Freddie Hendrix; and “Hey Jim” which gave room for 
saxophonist Dave Noland and drummer Rich DeRosa to take the spotlight.

Following the introduction of WBGO’s CEO Amy Niles, Dick Lowenthal 
welcomed the band’s special guest, multiple Grammy Award-winning jazz artist 
Paquito D’Rivera. Paquito led the band through two favorites: “I Remember 
Diz,” his famous bossa nova big band arrangement paying tribute to Dizzy 
Gillespie, and “Libertango” a composition by the great Astor Piazzolla. Paquito 
showed the packed pier why he is one of the most popular jazz musicians in 
the world with his haunting solo work and his humorous audience interplay. 
Guest bandoneon player Julien Labro had the band members applauding.

Dr. Henderson and Professor Lowenthal presented this year’s Clark Terry 
Award to Mark Friedman and Nathan Eklund to honor Terry’s the legacy of 
musicianship and humanitarian values. It was the fourth annual presentation. 

The band then paid tribute to the anniversary of the legendary 1938 Benny 
Goodman Orchestra Carnegie Hall Concert. A foot stomping version of “Don’t 
Be That Way,” the opening number for that famous concert, gave Paquito the 
opportunity to switch to clarinet. Dick brought vocalist Vanessa Perea back for 
“And the Angels Sing” which was a 1939 hit for Goodman and singer Martha 
Tilton. Trumpeter Nate Eklund played a blazing solo as well. And the 
memorable concert concluded with the Louis Prima classic “Sing Sing Sing” 
which served up some wonderful interplay between D’Rivera and DeRosa. 

Professor Lowenthal once again assembled an impressive group of NJCU 
alumni: Mark Friedman, Noelle Rueschman, Bob Magnuson, Dave Noland and 
John DiSanto in the sax section; Nathan Eklund, Vinnie Cutro, Freddie Hendrix 
and Marcell Bellinger in the trumpet section, Rob Edwards, Danny Hall, Michael 
Modero and Conrad Zulauf, Jr. in the trombone section; vocalist Vanessa Perea; 
and a rhythm section that included faculty member Allen Farnham on piano, 
Andy Eulau on bass, and Rich DeRosa on drums. 

The major sponsors for the concert included the City of Jersey City, the NJCU 
Foundation, the NJCU Center for the Arts, Hampshire Companies, Claremont 
Companies, the Jersey City Office of Cultural Affairs, the Hudson County Office 
of Culture and Tourism, Arch Insurance, Inserra Supermarkets, NJM Insurance 
Group, RBC Capital Markets and both the Hyatt House and Hyatt Regency. The 
additional sponsors were BCB Community Bank, Connell Foley, Del-Sano 
Contracting, Dresdner Robin Engineering Group, Ponce Bank, PRC Group, 
Palisades Medical Center and the Exchange Place Alliance. The media sponsors 
for the annual concert included the New Jersey Jazz Society, Hot House Jazz 
Guide, WCTC and the New Jersey Broadcasters Association.

Professor Lowenthal summarized the evening by noting that “the band puts 
together a fantastic, tight, professional performance amazingly with only one 
rehearsal. Thanks to the University’s exceptional jazz studies program the 
musicians are truly incredible and are a fabulous role model for current 
students preparing for careers in music. I can’t think of a better way to begin 
the new school year!” JJ

At the foot of Exchange Place, Paquito D’Rivera performs in front of the Jersey City State 
University alumni big band conducted by Richard Lowenthal, in background on left.  
Photo by Mitchell Seidel.
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ed laub’s new trio Impresses 
at the 1867 sanctuary in ewing
By Schaen Fox

Ewing’s 1867 Sanctuary is a somewhat new venue in a former, and once 
prestigious, church. It is blessed with great acoustics and caring people 

intent on its preservation and development as a cultural center. For those 
interested in jazz history, Paul Whiteman rests in its adjacent cemetery. 

We went to hear Ed Laub’s new trio, composed of Ed, Paul Meyers, and Josh 
Marcum. Ed selected them because, “Paul is a genius on the guitar. He is very 
inventive with a beautiful soft style. At times when we are playing, I become so 
mesmerized that I stop to listen to him. 

Josh is a great up and coming jazz bassist. He is classically trained, but for 
about five years now he has been playing in a duo with Gene Bertoncini. He 
has come so far in the last couple of years that it is just amazing.”  

Ed’s chops and résumé are also impressive. He knew, and was influenced by 
Kenny Rankin, but his association with his friend and mentor Bucky Pizzarelli 
was the most profound. That nonagenarian guitar giant is currently not 
performing, but when Ed plays, Bucky is there. 

Ed still does several numbers he regularly played with his friend. He told us that 
when the laconic guitar master wanted him to do “Rhode Island is Famous for 
You,” he would just say, “Play Idaho.” 

While the musicians were very impress-
ive, the turnout was dishearteningly poor, 
yet they played as if the room was filled 
with booking agents and record produc-
ers. Ed remarked that while the size of 
the audience was small, our enthusiastic 
response made it feel like they were 
playing for friends in a living room. 

For two hours they played mostly great 
American standards, such as “You’d be 
so Nice to Come Home To,” and “I Was 
Doing Alright,” and some great Brazilian 
selections, among them “A Slight 
Infatuation,” and “Berimbau.” Ed sang 
regularly, and his pleasing style shows 
the influences of Chet Baker and Kenny 
Rankin. 

At intermission, all were invited to partake of the bottled water and free 
snacks. It is a good way to meet the musicians and check their CDs. Mr. 
Meyers proved to be as amiable a conversationalist as he is an amazing talent, 
and happy to part with his CDs at a fire sale price. Ed was, as always, also 
engaging, and upbeat. When he said about the gig, “They have created a really 
nice venue, but the Sanctuary is kind of out there alone, so it is hard to let 
people know that they are even there. I was disappointed with the crowd, but 
it happens to everybody. I’ve been with some really big names that nobody 
came to see.” Those of us that were there saw a really good gig. JJ

Guitarist Ed Laub
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recordings are still being played today — on digital 
radio and stream ing services — and those vintage 
vinyl LPs do brisk business on eBay and other sites.

When the once busy New York recording studios 
went into a swoon in the late 1970s my father 
decided to take a well deserved retirement. It 
lasted about three months until Frank Sinatra came 
calling. His longtime guitarist, Al Viola, had packed 
it in and the singer was coming east for a week at 
Carnegie Hall and a week in Atlantic City. Frank and 
my dad had come up together, both had shows on 
WAAT radio in Jersey City and they’d kicked around 
Hudson County playing club dates for car fare in 
bars and social halls in their teens. When Sinatra 
left Dorsey and went out on his own my father was 
in the band for his CBS Network radio show, and in 
the studio for his first Columbia Records album 
conducted by Axel Stordahl. 

Those two weeks in 1980 turned into six years  
of touring the world with Ol’ Blue Eyes. They 
performed memorable duets at each show and 
often my father would play a solo with the band, 
classic pieces like “Malagueña” and Rodrigo’s 
Concierto de Aranjuez. Along the way they 

performed at a White House 
State Dinner Ronald Reagan 
gave for the president of Italy, 
and at London’s Royal Albert 
Hall in a Command 
Performance for the Queen. 
My father called those six 
years, “my magic carpet ride.”

Tiring of the road he bid Frank 
adieu in 1986 to retire a 
second time. But once again 
an old friend, director Sidney 
Lumet, asked him to get back 
to work, and he composed 
and conducted the score for 
the 1988 film Running on 
Empty. The film and the score 
were both critically acclaimed.

This time he retired for good, 
contenting himself with playing his guitar a couple 
hours a day in his music room, writing solo guitar 
arrangements of standards and jazz classics like 
“‘Round Midnight” and “Lush Life,” a collection of 
work that’s headed to the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art’s music division.

He remains an inspiration to guitarists even today. 
As Russell Malone explained to Martin Pizzarelli in 

the theater lobby at the NJJS’s 45th aniversary 
show, holding his hand high above his head: “Tony 
Mottola set the bar that all guitarists aspire to.”

Quite a life, huh? To commemorate his centennial,  
I have a very special musical gift to offer to my 
good friends, the Jersey Jazz readers. Meet me 
back here next month to find out what.

Happy 100th Dad! JJ

EDITOR’S PICK
continued from page 6

Guitarist Tony Mottola photographed at the NBC Television Studios in 
New York City by PoPsie, c. early 1960s.
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two For GeorGe
By Schaen Fox

Wednesday, September 26th was the 
120th birthday of George Gershwin, 

and we caught two wonderful celebrations 
of that fact. 

The first was at Midday Jazz Midtown, held 
in St Peter’s Church at 54th and Lexington. 
With an asking donation of $10, this is an 
almost sinfully cheap way to enjoy great jazz 
in the afternoon. 

To celebrate the immortal composer, 
director Ronny Whyte gave us singers 
Andrea Wolper, Carrie Jackson, Alex 
Leonard, and trombonist Art Baron with 
Boots Maleson on bass and David Silliman 
on drums.

Each artist performed two Gershwin 
compositions, and it was a tasteful mix of 
the famous: “They Can’t Take That Away 
From Me,” “A Foggy Day,” and “Our Love 
is Here To Stay,” and some lesser known 
delights. To wit, before Ms. Wolper treated 
us to “Will You Remember Me,” she 
explained that it had been cut from a show, 
dropped into a file, and forgotten until long 
after George’s death. 

Art Baron recounted his fondness for the 
little known “You Got What Gets Me,” and 
urged us to listen to Ella’s recording of it.  
(I did and I second his recommendation.)  

Alex Leonard both sang and played piano 
for his selections, while Ronny Whyte 
accompanied Carrie Jackson for hers. Both 
were musical treats, but “Newark’s own” as 
Ronny called her, had an advantage. Mr. 
Leonard had to remain at the keys, but Ms. 
Jackson was free to move about, and she 
clearly enjoys contact with her fans. Several 
times she briefly clasped people’s hands as 
she passed them while singing. 

While the entire program was wonderful, 
and held the attention of everyone in the 
packed venue, the climax was especially 
joyously memorable. It was Ronny, Boots 
and David playing Ronny’s medley of the 
score of Porgy and Bess. It opened with Mr. 
Maleson performing “Summertime,” and 
concluded 20 minutes later to loud cheers 
and a standing ovation. 

While we stood, the lyrics to “’S Wonderful” 
appeared on the wall and all sang what 
perfectly summed up a marvelous 
experience.

n That evening we arrived at Dizzy’s  
Club Coca-Cola to enjoy the fine dining  
and Ted Rosenthal celebrating the great 
American maestro. We sat back from the 
stage, some thing I normally avoid as I 
dislike noisy patrons between us and the 
artists. We were, how ever, with Tony 
Parrott, who was in from Australia to see  
his musician daughters Nicki and Lisa,  
so we needed a larger table in the back. 

Sitting anywhere at Dizzy’s is safe because 
the acoustics are perfect, and the club’s 
policy of respect for the music guarantees 
you can hear wherever you are. 

Joining Mr. Rosenthal were Martin Wind 
on bass and Tim Horner on drums. Both 
Ted and Martin Wind are exceptionally 
talented soloists and Tim Horner is an 

excellent time keeper. This is the trio on 
Ted’s excellent CD, Rhapsody in Gershwin, 
and they filled the set with nine of the great 
composer’s classics. 

Except for Mr. Rosenthal’s brief remarks, 
the time was filled with his beautiful 
arrangements and the trio’s wonderful 
improvisations. 

Ted made one digression. Like Gershwin,  
he has written a jazz opera, his entitled Dear 
Eric. It is due to premier this season at New 
York City Opera, and he played its song 
“Always Believe” blended with “I Loves You 
Porgy.” The medley was well received, as 
was the entire set. 

The climax was Ted’s ingenious arrange-
ment of “Rhapsody in Blue” for trio. It 
electrified the crowd, and caused Tony to 
exclaim, “Who would have believed that in 
one day we would hear the best versions of 
both Porgy and Bess and ‘Rhapsody in 
Blue?’”  JJ

Despite George Gershwin’s short life (he died at the age of 38 in 1937) he left a large and enduring legacy 
of music both popular and classical. In 2013, a partnership between the estates of Ira and George Gershwin 
and the University of Michigan was created to provide the university’s School of Music, Theatre, and Dance 
access to Gershwin’s entire body of work, which includes all of Gershwin’s papers, compositional drafts 
and scores. This direct access to all of his works will provide opportunities to musicians, composers and 
scholars to analyze and reinterpret his work with the goal of accurately reflecting the composer’s vision in 
order to preserve his legacy. (Wikipedia)
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George Coleman, a 
2015 NEA Jazz 

Master, let his tenor do 
the talking at the monthly 
Bethany Baptist Jazz 
Vespers in Newark on 
October 6, eschewing 
song an nounce ments and 
comments, and perform-
ing seven tunes in 
between greetings from 
church officials and a 
homily by Reverend 
Timothy L. Adkins-Jones. 

Coleman grew up in 
Memphis alongside  
jazz musicians such  
as Booker Little and 
Harold Mabern. (He  
was inducted into the 
Memphis Music Hall of 
Fame the same year he 
was named an NEA Jazz 

Master.) Like many of his gener ation he came under the spell of 
Charlie Parker and taught himself to play the alto saxophone. He 
got his first big break when he was hired by bluesman B.B. King, 
with whom he toured and recorded. He switched instruments when 
King needed a tenor in the band and bought Coleman a horn. 

In the 1960s he had celebrated tenures in the bands of Miles Davis 
and Herbie Hancock, perform ing on the leaders’ acclaimed albums 
Seven Steps to Heaven and Maiden Voyage respectively. He’s also 
been deeply involved in jazz 
education, having taught at the 
New School, NYU, the Mannes 
School of Music and Long Island 
University.

At Bethany he was joined by 
organist Brian Charette, with 
whom he recently recorded 
Groovin’ With Big G, and fellow 
tenorist Adam Brown. Drum-
mer Chuck McPherson, no 
stranger to the Vespers stage, 
filled in for the originally 
scheduled George Coleman Jr. 
who was unable to make the 
performance.

As is normal at the Bethany 
Vespers, the program began 
right on time and without intro-
ductions. The group opened 

with Sonny Rollins’s “Tenor Madness” featuring some fierce 
interplay between Coleman and Brown; appropriately so — the 
1956 recording of the tune is the only known track featuring both 
Rollins and John Coltrane.

Tad Dameron’s “On a Misty Night” was the set’s next tune. I know 
these things because I was seated beside an astute jazz fan who filled 
in my know  ledge gaps in the unannounced set. It’s a knowing 
crowd at the Vespers. 

Bethany didn’t install a Hammond B-3 in the church’s sanctuary as 
they did for Rhoda Scott in April (she is the Queen), but Charette is 
a Hammond artist and the organ maker’s portable keyboard on 
which he performed did quite nicely, the musician using his left 
hand for the bass lines usually walked with the feet on the B-3.

After greetings by committee members Barbara Roberts and 
Dorthaan Kirk, and remarks by NJJS president Cydney Halpin (the 
Society was a sponsor of the Coleman performance), the music 
moved to a standard with “Stella by Starlight.” Coleman’s sound 
was airy here, lighter than the biting jazz that came earlier, with 
Brown offering flowing counterpoint to the leader’s melody line.

As former pastor Howard was fond of saying: “the Vespers is free to 
get in, but you have to pay to get out.” The offertory had arrived 
and pew-by-pew we sashay to the front to drop an envelope in the 
basket. By tradition the band plays walking music to facilitate this 
crowd movement and Coleman chose “Georgia,” his soulful playing 
reminding us that he worked with singer Ray Charles while still in 
his teens. Speaking of soul, the next number, “Body and Soul,” 
featured more melodic counterpoint from Brown and the feather 
light touch of McPherson’s mallet work on his drum kit’s cymbals.

After the pastor’s homily the set closed out with a blues and a gospel 
tune, for which neither I nor my astute pewmate knew the title. 

But wait, there’s more! Namely 
the Bethany value-added free 
artists’ reception in the church’s 
base ment community room, 
featur ing a finger food feast of 
chicken wings, mini tuna salad 
and turkey sandwiches, fruit 
plates and Newark’s finest 
pineapple punch. And on this 
occasion James Pansulla’s NJJS 
treasure trove of used jazz CDs.

If you’ve never had the Bethany 
jazz experience catch trumpet 
star Roy Hargrove this month 
when he kicks off Newark’s TD 
Bank Moody Jazz Festival at an 
NJPAC-sponsored Vespers  
on November 3. JJ

 — Tony Mottola

George Coleman performing at Bethany 
Baptist Church Jazz Vespers in Newark on 
October 6. Photo by Tony Graves.

Posing at Bethany Baptist Church in Newark on October 6 are (l-r): Brian 
Charette, Cydney Halpin, George Coleman (seated), Adam Brown, Chuck 
McPherson and Dorthaan Kirk. Photo by Tony Graves.

nea Jazz master George coleman Featured at bethany Vespers
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 Noteworthy  
Fradley Garner International Editor Jersey Jazz

Jan. 21-27, 2019 carIbbean Jazz cruIse Is 80% booked…sIGn uP by may 
10 For 2019 Jazz comPoser-arranGer symPosIum…How tHe u.s. Post 
oFFIce deFInes Jazz…anotHer steP Forward For uk comPoser-
arranGer-trumPeter sam eastmond

tHe Greatest Jazz FestIVal at 
sea is what its backers call the weeklong cruise 
that sails yearly (since 2001) from Fort Lauderdale, 
FL, docking at St. Croix, San Juan and Labadee. 
Next cruise aboard the Celebrity Infinity is January 
19-26, 1919, and at presstime it was 80 percent 
booked. I´m thinking of asking milady Hanne to fly 
with me from Copenhagen for the outing. Visit 
thejazzcruise.com and you´ll see why. Most of the 
nearly 100 musicians aboard I haven’t heard of, but 
then these drawing cards pop up: Bill Charlap, 
Kenny Washington, Ken Peplowski, John Pizzarelli, 
Nicki Parrott,  Vivienne Sweet, Jeff Clayton, Benny 
Golson, Emmett Cohen, Lewis Nash, and more. 
Entertainment Cruise Productions: US & Canada, 
+888 852 9987 / International, +800 852 99872. 

It’s Good now and tHen to define 
the music we care about. This is the second time 
I’m offering the U.S. Post Office’s definition of jazz. 
Last time was in this column in April 2015, when 
the USPO issued a handsome plate of 20 U.S. 
“Forever” JAZZ stamps. 

On the backside was this definition, com posed by a 
womam USPO staff member: “Jazz, America’s gift 
to the world, developed originally as an innovative 
combination of European, American, and African 
influences. It first flowered near the dawn of the 
20th century where Africans from various places 
mixed with native-born Americans of diverse 
ancestry as well as Europeans and people from the 
islands of the Caribbean. Some of the 
characteristics brought to New Orleans by the 
African population included rich rhythmic content, 
an emphasis on spontaneity and improvisation, and 
the use of musical instruments to imitate the 
human voice. In the develop ment of jazz, the 
European tradition was transformed by these traits, 
while at the same time some of its elements were 
incorporated. Ragtime and blues were important 
precursors to the new style of music.* Jazz today is 
a global phenomenon, welcoming influences from 
diverse sources. It is performed in small clubs, 
concerts halls, and on festival stages around the 
world.” 

“sam eastmond 
Is tHe comPoser, 
arranGer, and 
trumPet Player 
best known for his work as 
bandleader and cofounder 
of the Spike Orchestra,” 
writes John Barnes in the 
August 23 British All About 
Jazz. “That UK-based large 
ensemble has released 
two studio albums to date, 
Ghetto on their own label 
followed by Cerberus as 
part of a collabo ration with 
the legendary John Zorn on 
his Masada Book Two project. Great though Ghetto 
was, Cerberus has proved to be the more signifi-
cant both in terms of creative development to date 
and the connection to Zorn that has led to their 
imminent third album Binah. That collection marks 
another step forward in the development of the 
Spike Orchestra sound and is due to be released as 
part of a lavish eleven-CD box set of the great 
man’s third and final book of Masada compositions 
The Book Beriah. At the time of writing, only a 
handful of the ninety-two compositions that make 
up Beriah were available for preview, yet even the 
most cursory glance at the featured artists confirms 
that this is shaping up to be a major event. Any 
collection of new unreleased compositions from 
John Zorn performed by high-profile contributors 
that include talents of the level of Bill Frisell, Jon 
Madof, Craig Taborn and Zorn himself at the very 
least deserves our attention.”

Jazz Fm, an IndePendent 
unIted kInGdom statIon 
broadcasting nationally on DAB, has been sold to 
Bauer Media Group for an undisclosed sum. The 
station scored some of its highest audience ratings 
in the latest RAJAR listener poll. Bauer is a world-
wide broadcasting and publishing conglomerate, 
including UK radio stations Planet Rock, Kiss, 
Kerrang!, Absolute, Magic, Downtown Country and 
regional radio, as well as magazines Mojo, Q, 

Empire, Grazia, Bella and Heat. Jazz FM, which 
broadcasts on the Sound Digital multiplex owned 
by Bauer, Wireless and Arqiva, started broadcasting 
in 1990 on FM and, following its relaunch on DAB in 
2008, recently hit 672,000 weekly listeners. 

“These new figures come at a time when jazz is 
undergoing a resurgence in the UK across all age 
groups,” the company announced. Paul Keenan, 
CEO of Bauer Media, called Jazz FM “a much loved, 
respected and influential brand, with strong growth 
potential. We look forward to developing it further. 
Jazz music is seeing an unprecedented resurgence, 
and this extends us into an entirely new and 
complementary radio audience. Jazz’s community 
of digitally savvy music lovers is thriving, and I 
believe that Jazz FM’s expertise combined with 
our…experience in digital and personalized 
advertising technology will propel the brand for 
both listeners and advertisers.” 

Jazz FM’s CEO Jonathan Arendt added: “Jazz FM is 
a well-established and trusted brand, curated by 
passionate and expert presenters and producers —
and I’m delighted that it will sit within the Bauer 
Radio family, where they are…mindful of individual 
formats and listener groups. We are at the top of 
our game right now with our audience reaching 
record levels across the country and the Jazz FM 
Awards globally recognized.”  JJ

* Some, including myself, object to calling blues and ragtime “precursors” of jazz. We include both under the jazz umbrella, with blues as the shaft that holds the 
umbrella open. Your comments are welcome and will be published if received by November 20. fradleygarner@gmail.com
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Award-winning guitarist Stephane Wrembel, a 
virtuoso acolyte of the legendary Django 

Reinhardt, will perform with his band at Hopewell 
Theater, 5 S. Greenwood Ave, Hopewell, on Friday, 
November 30 at 8 pm. 

Wrembel’s band includes longtime collaborators  
Thor Jensen, guitar); Ari Folman-Cohen, bass; and 
Nick Anderson, drums. 

Wrembel is touring in support of The Django 
Experiment III, which was released on January 23 to 
commemorate the 108th anniversary of the birth of 
Reinhardt, who is widely considered one of the greatest 
musicians of the twentieth century. 

The Django Experiment III was the follow up to 
Wrembel’s acclaimed The Django Experiment I and  
The Django Experiment II, which were released in 
March of 2017 in conjunction with the Wrembel-
produced Django A GoGo at Carnegie Hall in New 
York City. In addition to three songs composed by 
Django Reinhardt, the nine songs on Django III include 
compositions by Joseph Reinhardt, Titi Winterstein, 
Georges Ulmer, Tony Murena and two traditional 
songs. In advance of the CD release show, The New York Times 
wrote, “Perhaps the most creative improviser in Gypsy jazz today, 
Mr. Wrembel plays the guitar with a rich and colorful lyricism.”

Wrembel is best known for his Grammy Award-winning 
composition “Bistro Fada,” the theme song from the 2011 Woody 
Allen Oscar Award-winning film, Midnight In Paris (2012 Grammy 
Award winner for best soundtrack). Subsequently, Wrembel was 
selected by award winning composer/producer Hans Zimmer to 
perform at the 2012 Academy Awards as part of his “All Star Band.”  

Wrembel has contributed music to two other Allen films, 
commercials and TV and has both a Clio Award and Grammy 
Award under his belt. 

Wrembel is also in the early stages of producing a series of Django 
A Gogo festivals in select markets on the East Coast in the spring of 
2019, including April 24th-26th in Maplewood, NJ, and April 27th 
at the Town Hall in New York City.

Tickets range from $39.45-$48.51. Call 609-466-1964 or  
visit hopewelltheater.com. More information about  
Stephane Wremble at www.stephanewrembel.com  JJ

stephane wrembel at the Hopewell theater on Friday, nov. 30

Stephane Wrembel, Nick Anderson, Ari Folman-Cohen and Thor Jensen will perform at 
Hopewell Theater on Friday, November 30 in support of the CD The Django Experiment III. 
Photo by Jason Elon Goodman.

LAST YEAR: Django a Gogo Festival performance at the Woodland in 
Maplewood on May 3, 2017. Photo by Mitchell Seidel.

django a Gogo 2019

Tickets are on sale now for Stephane Wrembel’s Django a Gogo,  
which will be held April 24-26 at The Woodland in Maplewood and 

April 27 at The Town Hall in NYC. Django a Gogo also offers a music 
camp from April 24-28 providing musicians of all levels and instruments 
access to the greatest knowledge and teachers available. The program 
focuses mainly on the musical style of Django Reinhardt, often called 
Gypsy jazz. 

The goal of this camp is for students to learn from teachers and 
performers of the festival in an intimate small group settings. The camp is 
limited to 30 students, three groups of 10 students. Each group will 
receive two morning classes each day: a 90-minute class on rhythm and a 
90-minute class on improvisation. Each day, there will be a 90-minute 
workshop with Stochelo Rosenberg, followed by a 90-minute workshop 
with a guest teacher/performer and a concert in the evening. For more 
information: www.djangoagogo.com. JJ
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Have not been 
getting 

around much —
not anymore but 
recently — yet 
have some things 

to say about some interesting recent 
books that I think do not fall within 
colleagues’ realms.  

n First, a set of three imposing volumes 
entitled A Night at Birdland and Other 
Places: The Golden Age of Modern Jazz in 
New York 1949-1959. The author, Milan 
Simich, came to the U.S. from Yugoslavia 
in 1954, aged 9. He fell in love with jazz, 
became an avid record collector, got 
professionally involved in various roles 
including record producer and manager, 
and now creator of this truly unique 
work, self published. As the title implies, 
the focus (and focus is the proper term, 
for the books’ 1,209 pages contain a truly 
astonishing number of photographs, 
most never seen before. (The last volume,  
Memories, is the only one consisting 
primarily of text.) 

If Birdland is the focal point, the cameras 
of primarily William “PopSie” Randolph (courtesy of his son 
Michael) and Francis Wolff (courtesy of Mosaic) roamed elsewhere. 
PopSie was amazing; as a press photographer specializing in jazz he 
seemed to be everywhere. He had been Benny Goodman’s band boy 
but when Benny observed his passion for photography he sponsored 
him to a start in the profession. PopSie was the nicest of men and 
unlike others of the breed, never got in anyone’s way or face. As for 
Wolff, anyone at all familiar with the Blue Note label, or Mosaic 
with its wonderful booklets, will have seen his work, which was like 
a visual counterpoint to the music. Surprisingly prolific he is 
represented here by many previously unseen photos. 

Aside from the portraits, there are tons of candids, capturing 
musicians and friends, show biz and other reals, socializing and 
having good times. Birdland was a hang if you had the wherewithal, 
which was not forbidding. The captions are always informative, but 
the primary reading material will be found In Volume 3, subtitled 
Memories. This text is in the form of quotes, almost all from 
musicians, and well organized indeed. The reader will find, in 
sequence, quotes about Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Buddy Rich, 
Stan Getz, Max Roach and many more, with practitioners of a given 
instrument bunched together. Simich has done admirable job of 

finding these quotes and also interviewing 
people himself, and there is much here 
that should be informative to even 
seasoned jazz fans — and writers, I found 
all the quotes, even the ones that dwell in 
candid detail on bad habits, to be relevant 
to the topic of modern jazz in the period 
under view, which unfortunately 
coincided with the scourge of heroin. 

I found only one quote that I would 
judge questionable, though it is credited 
to the great Clark Terry. It claims that 
Stan Getz, when complimented by Lester 
Young, dissed the Pres. Stan, who as 
other quotes amply show, was anything 
but a choirboy, adored Lester (he quit 
Stan Kenton’s band after the two Stans 
had an argument about Lester, and there 
is a photo of the two tenors in which 
Stan’s expression speaks volumes. Even if 
he had been stoned out of his nut he 
would never have insulted his idol. But 
this is the sole blemish I could find in the 
1,209 pages that make up these three 
beautiful bound volumes — a true labor 
of love. 

That this work does not come at a 
bargain price (though what is asked is quite reasonable) stands to 
reason. But it will keep an owner happily occupied for many hours 
— especially is he or she is of a certain age. For info, go to 
nightatbirdland@gmail.com.                                                            

n Another gigantic work, of a quite different sort, yet not unrelated 
to our favorite music, has been restored to print after more than 80 
years. This is Nancy Cunard’s Negro Anthology*, published in 
England in 1934. Cunard (1896-1965) was an amazing woman, 
heiress to the famous shipping line. A published poet (and a good 
one) journalist, war correspondent (the Spanish Civil War, which 
she correctly predicted as the start of  the Second World War, 
translator, editor and fiercely independent, she became aware of jazz 
and the American dilemma of race relations when she met Henry 
Crowder, the pianist in the band of violinist Eddie South that was 
touring Europe. Their relationship would give birth to the 
anthology; it of course also scandalized British upper class society, 
notably Nancy’s mother, whose racist diatribes resulted in a 
pamphlet by her daughter that documented her permanent exit 
from high society. With Crowder (who later published a memoir of 
their relationship, As Wonderful as All That), she conceived of the 
book and went to work, collecting an astonishing array of contribu-
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tors including such notables as 
W.E.B. Du Bois, Langston Hughes, 
Arna Bontemps, Sterling Brown, 
Theodore Dreiser and many, many 
more from many fields, academics 
clouded — but happily, this is not an 
academic work. 

Ranging far afield, it encompasses 
such things as African art (a 
beautiful array of accompanying 
photos), Haitian music, a great 
section on musical and theatrical 
stars with capsule bios and photos, 
transcriptions of a wide variety of 

African American songs, and, yes, an essay on jazz, by Robert 
Goffin, a Belgian poet and lawyer who authored the first intelligent 
book on jazz, Aux Frontieres du Jazz, (1932), predating Panassie but 
never translated into English. Goffin also contributed the entry on 
Louis Armstrong, with a beautiful full-page photo and tributary 
poem by a Dutch poet. And guess who translated these entries, and 
a number of others? A young and impecunious Samuel Beckett! 

So yes, this work is full of surprises and casts its net astonishingly 
wide. It is hard to believe that it was never published in a complete 
version in the U.S., only in abridgements of less than half the 
length, most in soft cover without illustrations. I’m also not aware 

of much attention paid by experts in the fields covered. So when I 
discovered that a facsimile edition had been published in France, I 
jumped at it. It arrived, hefty and beautifully bound, and I’ve been 
delving into it ever since. (It has an excellent introductory essay in 
French and English.) 

Aside from those mentioned above, a treasure I found is by a poet 
whom I first encountered about 70 years ago, not long after arriving 
in the U.S., Countee Cullen (1903-1966). 

I’ll end with it, short but not sweet. It says as much or more than 
what is heard on the subject of prejudice today.                                                     

Incident                             

Once riding in old Baltimore                            
Heart filled, head filled with glee,                            
I saw a Baltimorean                              
Keep looking straight at me,                          
Now I was eight and very small                           
And he was no whit bigger,                        
And so I smiled, but he poked out                         
His tongue and called me “Nigger.”                      
I saw the whole of Baltimore                        
From May until December: 
Of all the things that happened there                       
That’s all that I remember.     

Thanks, Nancy!      JJ   

JerseystoriesJazz
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GabrIellI straVellI 
I walk with music: celebrating 
Hoagy carmichael and Johnny 
mercer
The Jay and Linda Grunin Center for the Arts 
Toms River | Sept. 15

Gabrielle Stravelli is a vocalist who is always searching 
for good songs that are too often overlooked, and then 
giving her wonderfully individualistic interpretations to 
the tunes that she has unearthed.

She also selects musicians to 
accompany her who are 
compatible with her 
approach to vocalizing. For 
this concert she had pianist 
Art Hirahara, bassist Pat 
O’Leary and drummer Eric 
Halvorson in support. O’Leary 
provided most of the inge-
nious arrangements.

For this show, she had a 
wealth of material to 
consider while planning a 
program of songs by Hoagy 

Carmichael and Johnny Mercer. They each had extensive credits when working 
together, and with the many others with whom they collaborated. 

She opened the show with songs from the Carmichael/Mercer catelog. It was 
here that her digging deeply into their collaboration resulted in the inclusion of 
some songs that would raise the eyebrows of even well-informed Carmichael 
and Mercer enthusiasts. 

After opening with “How Little We Know,” a tune that was introduced in the film 
To Have and Have Not, she combined a rarity, “A Perfect Paris Night” with “In 
the Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening.” 

“A Perfect Paris Night” was originally titled “Just for Tonight,” and was written 
for the film Hatari. 

Next came “The Rhumba Jumps,” from the unsuccessful 1940 Broadway musical 
Walk With Music, and was later used in To Have and Have Not. “Everything 
Happens to Me” was another rarity from Walk With Music. 

Finally she sang “I Guess It Was You All the Time,” a tune that has had few 
recordings.

Moving to the Mercer collaboration with Henry Mancini, Stravelli sang the 
haunting “Whistling Away the Dark,” “Charade,” and touchingly, “Moon River,” 
backed solely by O’Leary’s bass.

Next Stravelli turned to Carmichael tunes with other lyricists. “Stardust,” 
Carmichael’s most famous song, and one of the most recorded of all songs, and 
“One Morning in May,” reputed to be his mother’s favorite, both with lyrics by 
Mitchell Parish, were followed by “Baltimore Oriole,” the words from Paul 
Francis Webster.

Given the large number of standards with Mercer’s name on them, it must have 
been a series of agonizing decisions that narrowed the choice of selections for a 
Mercer medley. It turned out to be ten songs nicely strung together with each of 

them like “Day In, Day Out,” “I Thought About You” and 
“That Old Black Magic” being among Mercer’s most 
familiar songs.

To close the program, Stravelli returned to the musical 
Walk With Music for the only song to have much of a life 
outside the show, “I Walk With Music.”

The response at this point was a standing ovation that 
brought Stravelli on for an encore. She chose one of the 
most beloved of the Carmichael/Mercer songs, 
“Skylark,” and she delivered a simply perfect rendition, a 
nice exclamation point to an incredible evening of song. 

mark wInkler 
and cHeryl 
bentyne
Birdland Theater, NyC  
Sept. 16

Celebrating the release of 
their new album, Eastern 
Standard Time, vocalists 
Mark Winkler and Cheryl 
Bentyne gave a spirited 
performance at the Birdland 

Theater.Supporting Winkler and Bentyne were Matt Garrison on tenor and 
soprano saxophones, Allen Farnham on piano, Bill Mooring on bass and Alvester 
Garnett on drums, a very hip quartet for a very happening show. 

They performed a program of 14 selections, eight taken from the new album, 
and five from their previous effort, West Coast Cool, plus Winkler’s take on “But 
Not for Me,” incorporating a vocalese interlude based on a Chet Baker solo on 
the tune.

They mixed duets with solo takes by each on several tunes. The opener, “Things 
Are Swingin’” defined the tenor of the evening. Winkler set words to Neal Hefti’s 
“Li’l Darlin’” transforming it into “West Coast Cool,” a lyric that referenced the 
names of many players who were part of the West Coast jazz scene.

In addition to “But Not for Me,” Winkler addressed “I Could Get Used to This,” 
his lyric setting for Wes Montgomery’s “Bumbin’,” and “Rhode Island Is Famous 
for You.” Bentyne was featured on “Señor Blues,” “The Gentleman Is a Dope” 
and a stunningly effective and personal reading of “Spring Can Really Hang You 
Up the Most.”

They did two medleys with each of them taking one of the songs. Bentyne’s 
“Talk of the Town,” a poignant breakup song contrasted with Winkler’s take on 
the Bobby Troup song that seems somewhat arcane in this era of political 
correctness, “Girl Talk.” “Ballad of the Sad Young Men” and “The Lies of 
Handsome Men” are two songs with deep lyrics, and Winkler captured the 
poignancy of the former, while Bentyne brought out the irony in the latter.

Winkler and Bentyne have a lot of fun working together. Their spirit infused the 
instrumentalists, and readily transported itself to the audience. When they 
ostensibly closed with an interesting number, combining “Take Five” with 
“Drinks on the Patio,” a nifty piece of original material by Rich Eames and 
Winkler. The reception following this finale, brought them back for an encore 
medley of “Route 66” and “All Right, OK, You Win,” with a taste of “Straighten 
Up and Fly Right” added to the mix. It was a nice way to say thank you to the 
wildly supportive audience.  

caught in  
the act

By Joe Lang  

Past NJJS President
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steVe ross 
an american in Paris
Birdland, NyC | Oct. 1

When it comes to creating a theme 
show for cabaret, Steve Ross has few 
peers. For the program titled An 
American in Paris, Ross mixed American 
songs relating to France with songs by 
French artists like Charles Aznavour, 
Charles Trenet and Edith Piaf to present 
a magical visit to the City of Lights. To 
open the evening, Ross played a piano 
overture that included “I Love Paris,” 

“Under Paris Skies” and “I Will Wait for You.” Ross dedicated the show to the 
recently deceased Charles Aznavour, and began with Aznavour’s “The Time is 
Now” (“Le Temps”).

Following a medley ending with “April in Paris,” Ross addressed music of 
another giant of French song, Charles Trenet, whose most familiar songs over 
here were “Que Reste-T-il De Nos Amours” (“I Wish You Love”), and “La Mer” 
(“Beyond the Sea”), both of which he performed elegantly.

Of course no evening like this could ignore the contributions of the great 
French chanteuse, Edith Piaf. Ross chose to honor her with a piano medley 
that in cluded “If You Love Me,” “Poor People of Paris,” “No Regrets,” “La Vie 
en Rose” and “Milord.”  

Many songs that were European in origin have had lyrics in English added by 
Americans. Ross sang three of them, the dramatic “When the World Was 
Young,” with words by Johnny Mercer, the wistful “Just a Gigolo,” with English 
lyrics by Irving Caesar., and the playful “One of Those Songs,” adapted by Will 
Holt. 

The first was “Le Chevalier de Paris,” composed by Phillipe-Gérard, the second 
an Austrian tune named “Schoener Gigolo, armer Gigolo,” music by Leonello 
Casucci, and the last “Le bal de Madame de Mortemouille” by Gérard Calvi.
Many songs in Broadway musicals were set in France or had tunes referring to 
France. Ross included several of them in his show. They included “The Tale of 
the Oyster” from Fifty Million Frenchmen, a medley of songs from Gigi, “Ah, 
Paris!” from Follies, “Song on the Sand” from La Cage Aux Folles and “Mira” 
from Carnival.”

When Oscar Hammerstein II heard about the fall of Paris to the Germans in 
1940, he wrote the lyrics for “The Last Time I Saw Paris,” and the music was 
added by Jerome Kern. Although the song was written as a stand-alone piece, 
it was used in the 1941 film Lady Be Good, and won an Academy Award for 
Best Song. Ross captured fully the poignancy of Hammerstein’s words.

Jacques Brel was a Belgian who spoke and wrote in French, and spent 
consider able time in Paris. Ross sang “Jackie,” and later invited his special 
guest, Jean Brassard, to sing “La Valse a Mille Temps”.

Brassard stayed on hand to perform a duet with Ross of “Plaisir d”Amour.” 
Brassard is a charismatic singer with an appealing baritone.

Ross was in wonderful voice, plays tasteful and sprightly self-accompaniment 
on piano, and exudes the kind of class and charm that is rare on the current 
music scene. He was received with emphat ic enthusiasm by those gathered  
in Birdland, and returned to the stage for a rousing take on Cole Porter’s  
“Can-Can.” It was a perfect way to end an enchanting evening. JJ
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It is time again to inform 
you about the best of 

the new releases that I 
have received.

n Bern Bern Bern 
(dig-It recordings) is a cooker of a album by the 
tHe bbb featuring bernIe dresel. Dresel is the 
leader and drummer who drives this exciting 
17-piece big band. The 14-song program includes 
some familiar tunes, “It’s Alright With Me,” “A Night 
in Tunisia,” “Anything Goes,” “Body and Soul” and 
“The World Is a Ghetto,” along with a variety of 
originals by James McMillen, Scott Healy, Michael 
B. Nelson, Brian Williams, Greg Adams, and an 
extended piece by Bill Cunliffe, “Suite B” that 
serves as the dynamic closer for this collection. The 
band comprises a sampling of the amazing talent 
on the Los Angeles scene, a band replete with 
outstanding soloists. Most notable are the 
contributions of the principal trumpet soloist, Carl 
Saunders, a cat whose distinctive sound is 
detectible within a few notes. In an album that 
primarily features burners, the presence of two 
ballads, “Body and Soul,” featuring some fine alto 
sax work by Brian Scanlon, and “Early Spring,” a 
lovely tune composed by Brian Williams, who is 
featured on baritone sax, gives the listener some 
breathing space. This is an intense program that 
almost lifts you out of your seat at times, one that 
is highly entertaining, but not for the faint of heart. 
(thebbb-berniedresel.com)

n If you need your spirits lifted, there is a new 
resource available. Futuristic Rhythms 
(rivermont – 2244) by andy scHumm and 
HIs sInk-o-Pators is perhaps the most 
delightful album to arrive on the scene this year. 
Schumm on cornet, and his bandmates, Ewan 
Bleach on clarinet and tenor sax, Andrew Oliver on 
piano, Martin Wheatley on guitar, Tom Wheatley on 
bass and Nicholas D. Ball on drums play a program 
of ten tunes never recorded by the legendary 
cornetist Bix Beiderbecke performed in a style that 
imagines how Bix might have approached these 
selections. Schumm is a Beiderbecke scholar, and 
the foremost Beiderbecke acolyte currently playing. 
Joining Schumm and another American, Oliver, for 
this recording, made in London, are four jazzers 
from Great Britain. The tunes are an interesting mix 
of standards like “Memphis in June,” “I Never 
Knew” and “The Nearness of You;” some familiar, 
but infrequently performed gems like “Why Can’t 

You Behave,” “Rain” and “Judy;” a swing classic, 
“Moten Swing;” and several relative obscurities, 
“You’re Lucky to Me,” “(You Can’t Take Away) The 
Things That Were Made for Love” and “Out of a 
Clear Blue Sky.” Schumm definitely captures the 
sound, improvisatory instincts and creative 
harmonic approach that was the hallmark of 
Beiderbecke’s genius. To augment the formal part 
of the program, there are two numbers, “San” and 
“Weary Blues” that were recorded as the musicians 
were jamming on the tunes while in the studio. To 
this day, Beiderbecke has a lot of enthu siasts, many 
of whom who have “Bix Lives” bumper stickers on 
their cars, and this album will likely find its way into 
their collections, but it should also ap peal to all 
who dig good music. (www.rivermontrecords.com)

n Philadelphia has long been a source of 
outstanding jazz talent. Two veterans from the City 
of Brotherly Love who deserve wider recognition, 
but have limited their exposure by sticking pretty 
much to playing on the local scene are a pair of 
tenor saxophonists, bootsIe barnes & larry 
mckenna. They have frequently performed 
together over the years, and The More I See You 
(cellar live - 50718) gave them an opportunity to 
capture their empathetic musical magic for anyone 
who listens to this terrific album. Lucas Brown on 
Hammond B3 organ and 
Byron “Wookie” Landham 
on drums joined them for 
this session. The music is 
a nice blend of standards 
and jazz tunes, with 
Barnes and McKenna each 
contributing an original. 
McKenna gives a prime 
example of his sensitive 
ballad playing on “You’ve 
Changed,” while Barnes 
give a soulful take on “My 
Ship” as his feature. Here 
are two masters at the top 
of their game playing 
music that fits in the “as 
good as it gets” category. 
(cellarlive.com)

n sam dIllon is one of 
the bright young lights on 
tenor sax. He explores 
nine selections with a 
quartet including Peter Zak 

on piano, Yoshi Waki on bass and Billy Drummond 
on drums on Out in the Open (cellar live – 
12718), Dillon’s first album as a leader. Right from 
the first track, “I Hear a Rhapsody,” he grabs your 
attention, and never lets it go. He is basically a hard 
bopper, but his approach to “Everything Happens to 
Me” shows his gentler side. The trio gives 
exceptional support to Dillon’s robust tenor 
stylings. His playing is confident and imaginative. 
Dillon has a readily listenable tone that feels 
comfortable throughout. This may be his debut 
recording as a leader, but it has a maturity that 
bodes well for future outings. Now that Dillon is Out 
in the Open, there should be a lot of interest in 
what is still to come. (cellarlive.com)

n Alto saxophonist dmItry baeVsky and pianist 
Jeb Patton have played together on gigs and 
recordings over the years, and have developed a 
musical empathy that enabled them to take on the 
challenge of recording a collection of duo 
selections. These can be found on We Two 
(jazz&people – 818006), a program of ten songs 
mixing standards, “All Through the Night,” “Fools 
Rush In” and “You’d Be So Nice to Come Home To;” 
a pop song, “Don’t Let the Sun Catch You Cryin’;” 
some jazz tunes, “Swingin’ the Samba” by Horace 
Silver,” “Inception” by McCoy Tyner,” “Le Sucrier 

Velours” by Duke Ellington, 
“The Serpent’s Tooth” by 
Jimmy Heath and 
“Quasimodo” by Charlie 
parker; plus a Baevsky 
original, “Something for 
Sonny.” Baevsky and 
Patton are fluent and 
engaging improvisers.  
They play off each other 
intuitively, making music 
that is flowing and 
interesting. We Two is a 
worthwhile addition to 
your collection. 
(jazzandpeople.com)

n Sir Roland Hanna 
mentored Jeb Patton 
while he studying as a 
graduate student at 
Queens College where 
Jimmy Heath ran the 
program. He eventually 
became the pianist on the 
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Heath Brothers band and still plays with Jimmy Heath. 
Tenthish, Live in New York (cellar live – 40818) 
finds Patton in the company of bassist David Wong 
and drummer Rodney Green for ten songs recorded 
during a gig at Mezzrow in New York City. Patton 
selected songs that had special meaning for him, 
tunes played by Hanna and other influences like 
Tommy Flanagan, Ahmad Jamal, Monty Alexander, 
Art Tatum, Wynton Kelly and Phineas Newborn. The 
selections include “Zec” by Thad Jones; two Patton 
originals, “Tenthish” and “Third Movement;” “This 
Can’t Be Love;” a trio of songs from the world of 
Ellingtonia, “Reflections in D,” “Sophisticated Lady” 
and “Johnny Come Lately;” “I’ll Never Stop Loving 
You;” a medley of “Royal Garden Blues” and Wynton 
Kelly’s “Kelly Blue”; and Phineas Newborn’s 
“Overtime.” Patton above all swings incessantly. He 
has a fertile imagination, a trait that he shares with 
Wong and Green. Tenthish, Live in New York is the 
kind of piano trio album that makes this format such 
a popular one with jazz fans. (cellarlive.com)

n There are few trombonists around who can come 
close to matching the technical facility and creative 
sensibility of JoHn FedcHock. Reminiscence 
(summit – 735) is a follow-up to his 2015 release, 
Fluidity, with seven selections recorded during three 
days in 2012 and 2013 in a now defunct Virginia 
Beach club called Havana Nights. Pianist John 
Toomey, bassist Jimmy Masters and drummer Dave 
Ratajczak are on the six selections from August 2013, 
with Billy Williams occupying the drum chair on 
“Brazilian Fantasy” from the March 2012 date. The 
program includes “The End of a Love Affair,” “You’re 
My Everything,” “If You Could See Me Now,” JJ 
Johnson’s “Lament,” and three Fedchock originals, 
“The Third Degree,” “Loose Change” and “Brazilian 
Fantasy.” The fluidity of Fedchock’s playing is 
consistently impressive. He floats from note to note, 
whatever the tempo, with ease and assurance. For a 
little under one hour, Fedchock will hold you 
spellbound, and at the conclusion be ready to hit the 
play button again. (www.summitrecords.com)

n Because We’re Night People (string damper 
records – 2136) is one fine album from vocalist 
Petra Van nuIs and pianist dennIs luXIon. As 
the title suggests, most of the selections on this 
collection are taken at a slow, end-of-evening tempo, 
the exceptions being perky takes on “Moonlight 
Savings Time” and “No Moon at All.” Among the 
other tunes are “Street of Dreams,” “You and the 
Night and the Music,” “The Night We Called It a Day,” 
“Black Coffee” and “Count Your Blessings Instead of 
Sheep,” all familiar tunes. They also dug deeper for 
songs like “Night People,” “The Piano Player (A 
Thousand and One Saloons),” “While My Lover 
Sleeps,” “Small Day Tomorrow,” “Dreamsville” and 

“Shadows of Paris.” Petra van Nuis gives lyrics the 
kind of attention and under standing that makes each 
of them sound special, as if written just for her. 
Luxion provides the kind of accom pa niment that all 
singers dream of having. Put this combination of 
singer, pianist and songs together before an 
enthusiastic audience in a club named PianoForte in 
Chicago, and the results are just what is present on 
Because We’re Night People, a vocal album that rates 
among the best of the year. (www.petrasings.com)

n JudItH lorIck has an interesting life story. 
Singing has always been important to her, but she 
has also had an impressive business career. The 
inspiration for The Second Time Around (JLJ 
International – 2014) is an intriguing story about 
love found, lost and recovered, concisely related in 
the liner notes. The songs were chosen to tell the 
story of this relationship. Pianist Eric Reed, trumpeter 
Jeremy Pelt, tenor saxophonist Chris Lewis, bassist 
Kiyoshi Kitagawa and drummer McClenty Hunter 
provide the support for Lorick’s program. In order, 
the selections are “Why Did I Choose You,” “Lucky to 
Be Me,” “Wild Is the Wind,” “For All We Know/I’ll Be 
Seeing You,” “He Needs Me,” “If You Could See me 
Now,” “I’m Gonna Laugh You Right Out of My Life,” 
“When I Look in Your Eyes,” “Hymn a l’amour” and 
“the Second Time Around.” Listening to the very 
personal interpretations by Lorick her passion comes 
through. She has a smooth and lovely voice that 
makes listening to her a joy. You will feel the emotion 
of the story that she is telling as you listen to this 
superb collection. (www.judithlorick.com)

n When vocalist nancy Harrow found a demo 
tape containing five songs that she recorded with 
guitarist Kenny Burrell, bassist Major Holley and 
drummer Denzil Best, she decided that they deserved 
to be issued. It was certainly not enough material to 
fill an album, so she decided to create a compilation, 
Partners (benfan music), joining these selections 
with tracks from a dozen albums recorded between 
1962 and 2016, and a track from a 1991 demo that 
would highlight the cast of jazz stars with whom she 
has worked. Harrow has long been recognized as a 
top shelf jazz vocalist. Among those players 
accompanying her on these tracks are pianists 
Roland Hanna, Kenny Barron and John Lewis; bassists 
Rufus Reid, Ray Drummond, George Mraz and Richard 
Davis; and drummers Connie Kay, Ben Riley, Dennis 
Mackrel and Akira Tana; as well as Clark Terry, Phil 
Woods and Bob Brookmeyer. These cats, along with 
several others, are found on the tracks from the 
various albums. Most of the 23 selections are 
standards, but there are also some nifty Harrow 
originals, and a few tunes from the world of rock. 
Throughout Harrow consistently demonstrates that 
she is a vocalist with a unique sense of phrasing, and 
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a sublime feeling for lyrics. She has been fortunate to work with so many 
outstanding musicians, and they with her. (www.nancyharrow.com)

n Vocalist/soprano saxophonist danny bacHer is an energetic performer. 
His spirited approach to music come through clearly on Still Happy (whaling 
city sound – 110). Bacher has surrounded himself with a stellar crew of 
players including tenor saxophonist Harry Allen, trumpeter/flugelhornist Charles 
Caranicas, pianist Allen Farnham, bassist Dean Johnson, drummer Alvester 
Garnett and percussionist Rolando Morales-Matos. The 12-track lineup of tunes 
includes “Getting Some Fun Out of Life,” “Laughing at Life,” “Shakin’ the Blues 
Away,” “Hooray for Hollywood,” “Lucky to Be Me,” “This Happy Madness,” “Joy 
Spring,” “Lazy Afternoon,” “Get Happy” and a medley of Bix Beiderbecke’s 
“Cloudy” and Django Reinhart’s “Nuages,” a soprano sax feature for Bacher. 
There are also three Bacher originals that fit seamlessly into the program. 
Bacher does not have a classic crooner’s voice, but he knows how to put a 
song across effectively. Bacher is clearly having a fun time here, and his 
enthusiasm is infectious, aided nicely by Farnham’s hip arrangements, and the 
wonderful musicians supporting him. Still Happy should put a smile on your 
face. (www.whalingcitysound.com)

n Canadian vocalist steVen taetz is a jazz-influenced pop singer. With 
backing from a fine cast of Canadian jazz players on Drink You In (self-
produced) presents Taetz assaying eleven selections, six originals plus “The 
Little Things You Do Together,” “Everybody Knows,” “Oom-Pah-Pah,” “Orange 
Colored Sky” and “So This Is Love.” His light baritone is appealing; he has a 
natural swing feeling and pays careful attention to the lyrics. His original tunes, 

written with a variety of collaborators, are well crafted and deserve lives 
beyond this album. Taetz has produced an appealing collection that combines 
classic pop with a contemporary edge. (www.steventaetz.com)

n Let’s Go to a Picture Show (Harbinger – 3403) is a fascinating and 
unique collection of early recordings. This compi lation of 26 songs, record ed 
between 1907 and 1922, are related to the pre-talkie films, either in subject 
matter or as music played in theaters during the screening of silent films. These 
tracks were taken from vintage recordings, and while cleaned up as much as 
technically possible, the audio quality varies. This is a historical collection with 
the objective of presenting an interesting sampling of the music inspired by the 
advent of the early film industry. Most, if not all, of the material will be new to 
most listeners. Some selections are laugh out loud funny, while others reflect 
various social influences resulting from the increas ing popularity of film. Few 
people today would recognize the names of the performers captured on these 
selections, with Billy Murray probably the singer who might be a familiar name 
to some. There is even a humorous track “Cartoons in Tunes (Father Was 
Right)” performed by Rube Goldberg, best known for creating cartoons 
depicting complicated mechanical devices. This is definitely a collection of 
curiosities that will not appeal to everyone, but will grab the attention of those 
interested in music from the early part of the 20th Century. It is a curiosity, but 
it is surprising how quickly you can find yourself drawn in by these recordings if 
you approach them with an open mind. A lot of love and dedication went into 
preparing and producing this material, and visiting it can be rewarding indeed. 
(HarbingerRecords.com). 

Danny Bacher will have a CD release show at Feinstein’s/54 Below, 254 West 
54th Street, NYC on Friday Dec. 21 at 9:30 pm. JJ
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Check out our huge inventory of 
rare and hard to find jazz CDs  

at only $5 each (plus shipping).

used cds for sale 
from nJJs!

You’ll find the whole jazz alphabet from Arturo and 
to Zoot. Just visit www.njjs.org and click on “CDs and 
Vinyl Records for Sale” on the Jazz Support menu for 
full details and special offers.

All sales help support NJJS scholarships for NJ jazz studies students.
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The Motor City assembles a new model of its free jazz 
festival every year, and invariably it rolls a gold-

trimmed Cadillac onto the Hart Plaza/Campus Martius’s 
four stages. 

This year’s 39th edition was no exception, although the 
weather — broiling sun and intermittent storms — did its 
worst to stop the music. At least a dozen of the 55 
scheduled concerts had to be canceled. But heartfelt 
tributes to Detroiters Geri Allen and the just-deceased 
Aretha Franklin kept spirits up, and most of the galaxy of 
jazz stars had their chance to shine. 

Chick Corea was 2018’s artist in residence, following in the 
footsteps of luminaries Pat Metheny, Christian McBride, 
Ron Carter and Danilo Perez. 

He performed on three of the four days of the Labor Day 
weekend festival — a fourth was washed out — and closed 
out the event with his quartet and the Detroit Jazz Festival 
Symphony Orchestra in a spectacular reworking of Joaquin 
Rodrigo’s haunting Concierto de Aranjuez. 

Others who lit up this festival included Nicholas Payton, 
Omar Sosa, Julian Lage, Ravi Coltrane, Regina Carter. 
Emmet Cohen, Eddie 
Daniels (with the 
Harlem String 
Quartet), Marcus 
Miller, Robin 
Eubanks, Pat Martino, 
Christian Sands, Joey 
DeFrancesco and 
Cecile McLorin 
Salvant. 

Next year, the festival 
turns 40. Acclaimed 
director Chris Collins  
is sure to shift it  
into overdrive.  JJ

detroIt’s Jazz FestIVal 
FIrInG on all cylInders
But day four of Motown’s free jazz 
extravaganza bows to Mother Nature

 Randy Brecker

 Regina Carter

2018 Detroit Jazz Festival 
Artist-in-Residence Chick 

Corea performing on 
the JP Morgan Chase 
Main Stage with John 

Pattitucci, bass and Dave 
Weckl, drums.

— photos by Tony Graves

— O. howie Ponder
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www.facebook.com/swingadelic

Swingadelic

Swing 46, nYC
mon, 8:30 pm ; noV 5, 12,19, 26 

SAT,  9:30 pm; noV 10, 24

RiVER VAlE publiC  
libRARY

Thu, 1 pm; noV 2

whippAnY VFw
SAT, 8:30 pm; noV 3 

nJJs Patron level benefits

The New Jersey Jazz Society is a non-profit organization with a 
number of ambitious programs and a finite level of resources. Ticket 

sales and member dues cover only a fraction of our expenses, making it 
necessary to find sponsors and partners to help us make ends meet. 
Your donations in excess of basic member dues are a great way of 
partnering with us, and very much needed. 

In an effort to encourage higher-level memberships, NJJS has defined 
several new categories of benefits for such donors. 

Fan ($75 – 99): acknowledgement in Jersey Jazz

Jazzer ($100 – 249): acknowledgement in Jersey Jazz, 1 Pee Wee 
Stomp ticket plus preferred, reserved seating 

sideman ($250 – 499): acknowledgement in Jersey Jazz, 2 Pee Wee 
Stomp tickets plus preferred, reserved seating 

bandleader ($500+): acknowledgement in Jersey Jazz, 4 Pee Wee 
Stomp tickets plus preferred, reserved seating 

Please consider making an extra donation in one of these amounts or an 
amount of your choosing. Donations are tax-deductible to the full extent 
of the law. Contact Pete Grice at membership@njjs.org or call 973-713-
7496. To make a donation right away, send to NJ Jazz Society, c/o Mike 
Katz, 382 Springfield Ave. Suite 217, Summit NJ 07901.
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Morris Jazz
The Bickford Theatre 

at the Morris Museum, Morristown 
Tickets/Information: 973-971-3706

Local jazz fans wait all year for the Bickford 
Benefit Band, an all-star aggregation that changes 
a bit each time, to return to its Morristown home. 
This year there is an incentive to buy tickets early, 
because the Bickford Theatre has gone to reserved 
seating — not that there are any bad seats in their 
acoustic hall.

Dan Levinson has recruited an especially strong 
band for this year’s edition. Bria Skonberg has 
signed on and will play trumpet, while Warren 
Vaché will bring his cornet. Rossano Sportiello 
will be at the piano, with Molly Ryan on guitar and 
Rob Adkins on bass filling out the rhythm section. 
Dan, of course, will play clarinet and tenor sax. He’s 
also recruited Dion Tucker (from the Harry Connick 
Jr. Orchestra) for the trombone chair, and Mark 
McLean (seen with Catherine Russell and Michael 
Feinstein’s bands) will be behind the drum set. 
Molly and Bria will also contribute vocals during the 
single 90-minute set.

The idea for a benefit came together eight years 
ago as a means of thanking the Bickford Theatre 
(and its parent, the Morris Museum) for providing a 
perfect venue for classic jazz to be heard on a 
regular basis, at modest prices no less. The 
response was enthusiastic, with early sellouts and 
people being turned away at the door — including 
one NJJS President! 

The winning formula has been to invite musicians 
who would normally be leaders or featured soloists 
to play with others of similar stature. For them it is 
a delight to work with top players from other 
bands. It operates onstage as a true all-star band, 
with the members contributing ideas for the tune 
list and special features. Once the extended set is 
over, the magic subsides for another year.

Tickets for this very special concert on Monday, 
November 12 can be ordered via the Morris 
Museum’s website or by calling the Bickford Box 
Office during business hours. While you are at it, 
secure your tickets for the next couple of concerts, 
which are also deserving of your support.

The Great Ground Hog Day Jam started at another 
location, but quickly outgrew it and moved to the 
Bickford’s Jazz Showcase over a decade ago. 
Intended as an excuse to assemble top talents to 
play hot jazz during the colder part of the year, it 
developed a following of its own. This year’s roster 
is typical of the bands that have lured fans out of 

their warm homes to enjoy compelling music —  
with no rodents in attendance!

If you reserve seats for Monday, February 4, you’ll 
hear a mixture of musicians from this area and 
New England. Fred Vigorito is the hot cornetist 
from the Galvanized Jazz Band, and clarinetist Joe 
Licari was honored with the 2018 Distinguished 
Musician’s award at the Pee Wee Russell Memorial 
Stomp this year. The powerhouse rhythm section 
includes James Chirillo (guitar), Mike Weatherly 
(bass) and Robbie Scott (drums). Herb Gardner, 
who has never missed a Ground Hog Day Jam, 
alternates on trombone and piano, as needed. 
Abbie and Sarah Gardner sound so alike on 
vocals that you know they are sisters. Bring friends 
and introduce them to this entertaining band. The 
price is certainly right!

This is followed by the Big Bix Beiderbecke 
Birthday Bash, an annual celebration of the music 
of an early jazz legend. Mike Davis will again lead 
the festivities, on cornet of course. He’s drafted 
Dan Levinson and Jay Rattman to play reeds, 
Dalton Ridenhour at the piano, Bob Sacchi on 
tuba and Jared Engel on banjo. Save Monday, 
March 11 for this popular feature, which will focus 
this year on the recordings by the Wolverines.  
 — Bruce Gast

Museum members $18, non-members $20, seniors, 
$18. All shows start at 7:30 pm and are assigned 
seating; for best seats, order early.

Jazz At The Sanctuary
1867 Sanctuary at Ewing 
101 Scotch Road, Ewing 
Tickets/Information: 609-392-6409

The NJJS co-sponsors jazz events at 1867 Sanctuary 
at Ewing and members receive a $5 discount on 
admission. This Roman esque Revival church hall 
has exceptional acoustics, padded seating and is 
wheelchair-accessible. 

Concerts are either one 90-minute set, or two sets 
with intermission. Free light refreshments (including 
cookies!) are served.

Upcoming jazz events at 1867 Sanctuary include: 
Monika Ryan and Alex Otey Trio with “Amerian 
Folk Jazz” at 3 pm, Nov. 3; Luiz Simas (piano/
vocals) with Barbara Blonska (flute) for Brazilian 
jazz and classical works at 8 pm, Nov 3; The 
Jonathan Kirschner Band at 8 pm, Nov. 7; Joe 
Holt and Maria Rusu at 8 pm on Nov 9; and the 
Wendy zoffer Flute Experience at 3 pm, Nov 18.

$20 for general admission and $5 for students with 
ID. Group tickets (10 or more in advance) are $15 
each. Tickets are available online, at the box office 
609-392-6409 or by email: 1867sanctuary@
preservationnj.org. 

’round 
Jersey

JerseyeventsJazz

’Round Jersey concerts are produced in 
conjunction with the New Jersey Jazz Society.

Bria Skonberg and Dan Levinson

Photo by Tom Salvas
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About NJJS
Mission Statement: The mission of the New Jersey Jazz Society is to promote and 
preserve the great American musical art form known as Jazz through live jazz 
performances and educational outreach initiatives and scholarships. 
To accomplish our Mission, we produce a monthly magazine, JERSEY JAZZ, sponsor 
live jazz events, and provide scholarships to New Jersey college students studying 
jazz. Through our outreach program, “Generations of Jazz,” we go into schools to 
teach students about the history of jazz while engaging them in an entertaining and 
interactive presentation. _______
Founded in 1972, the Society is run by a board of directors who meet monthly to 
conduct the business of staging our music events, awarding scholarships to New 
Jersey college jazz students, and conducting Generations of Jazz programs in local 
school systems, among other things. The membership is comprised of jazz 
devotees from all parts of the state, the country and the world. 
The New Jersey Jazz Society is a qualified organization of the New Jersey Cultural Trust.

Visit www.njjs.org, e-mail info@njjs.org for more information on any of our 
programs and services:

e-mail updates Student scholarships  Pee Wee Russell Memorial Stomp   
Collaborative Jazz Concerts:   

Ocean County College  Bickford Theatre/Morris 1867 Sanctuary at Ewing
NJJS supports JazzFeast presented by Palmer Square, Downtown Princeton.
NJJS is a proud supporter of the Morristown Jazz & Blues Festival, the NJCU 
President’s Jazz Festival in Jersey City, and more.

Member Benefits
what do you get for your dues?
n Jersey Jazz Journal — a monthly journal considered the best jazz society 

publications in the country, packed with feature articles, photos, jazz 
calendars, upcoming events and news about the NJ Jazz Society.

n FREE Jazz Socials — See www.njjs.org and Jersey Jazz for updates.

n Musical Events — NJJS sponsors and co-produces a number of jazz events 
each year, ranging from intimate concerts to large dance parties and 
picnics. Members receive discounts on ticket prices for the Pee Wee Russell 
Memorial Stomp. Plus there’s a free concert at the Annual Meeting in 
December and occasionally other free concerts. Ticket discounts (where 
possible) apply to 2 adults, plus children under 18 years of age. Singles may 
purchase two tickets at member prices. 

n The Record Bin — a collection of CDs, not generally found in music stores, 
available at reduced prices at most NJJS concerts and events and through 
mail order.  

n FREE listings — Musician members get listed FREE on our website.

Join NJJS 
membersHIP leVels Member benefits are subject to update. 

n Family/Individual $45: See above for details.
n Family/Individual 3-yEAR $115 See above for details.
n youth $15: For people under 21 years of age. Be sure to give the year of 

your birth on the application where noted. 
n Give-a-Gift $25: Members in good standing may purchase one or more gift 

memberships at any time for only $25 each. Please supply the name and 
address of giftee. Good for new memberships only.

n Fan ($75 – $99/family)
n Jazzer ($100 – $249/family)
n Sideman ($250 – $499/family)
n Bandleader $500+/family)

n Corporate Membership ($1000)

to receive a membership application,  
for more information or to join:  

Call 973-610-1308 or email membership@njjs.org  
OR visit www.njjs.org  

OR simply send a check payable to “NJJS” to: New Jersey Jazz Society,  
c/o Mike Katz, 382 Springfield Ave. Suite 217, Summit NJ 07901.

Members at Jazzer Level and above 
receive special benefits. These 
change periodically, so please 
contact Membership for details.

As a working musician member of the New 
Jersey Jazz Society, we want to be sure 

you‘re aware of the special benefits available 
to you. We’re also very interested in attracting 
new NJJS Member Musicians, and your 
assistance in achieving that goal is greatly 
appreciated. Please help us spread the word!

Here are some of the Member Musician 
special benefits you should know about.

4 Announce your gigs  
in our monthly e-mail blasts

FREE (limitations apply)

4 Advertise your gigs  
on our website

Special Member Musician Rates

4 Promote your gigs and CDs  
in Jersey Jazz magazine

Space Permitting

4 List your name and contact info 
on our website’s Musician’s Page

FREE (includes link to your website)

Why not attend one of our free 
monthly Jazz Socials at Shanghai 
Jazz in Madison, NJ where you 
can meet and network with fellow 
musicians and other jazz fans. 

ATTENTION!
MUSICIAN  
MEMBERS
YOUR NJJS BENEFITS

To learn more or inquire about joining the NJJS as 
a Member Musician please e-mail Pete Grice at 

membership@njjs.org
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When I was a kid, 
I had four 

musical instruments that every other kid I 
knew also had. I had a harmonica, a kazoo, 
a jaw harp and a humanatone. The human-
atone was a nose whistle. Cleverly folded 
out of a sheet of tin, it fit over the nose and 
mouth. Air exhaled through the nose passed 
over a rectangular hole in the piece that 
covered the mouth, creating a whistling 
sound. By changing the size of your  
mouth cavity, you could 
control the pitch, and with  
a small amount of practice, 
you could play tunes with it.

In 1962, when I was on the 
road with the Gerry Muligan 
Quartet, I passed the window 
of a music store in 
Philadelphia and saw a little 
box in the display marked 
HUMANATONE. I went in to 
check it out and found that 
my old toy was still being 
made by the Gretsch company 
in a new plastic reincarnation. 

Of course I bought one, and 
got some laughs with it from 
Gerry, Bob Brookmeyer and 
Gus Johnson, the other 
members of the Quartet at 
that time.

In 1968 John Simon and Peter 
Yarrow hired me to play 
Fender bass on the soundtrack 
of a film called You Are What 
You Eat. During the taping, 
Peter came out of the booth 
and asked the band, “What’s 
the most disgusting sounding 
musical instrument you can 
think of to play the “Star 
Spangled Banner?” My 
humanatone happened to be 
in the zipper pocket of my 
bass case, and I whipped it out 

and gave Peter an ear-piercing sample. 
“Great!” he said, and we recorded it in one 
take. I was happy to see, when I collected 
my paycheck, that John Simon had put me 
down for a humanatone double.

n Ron Carter dropped by Local 802 
recently and handed me a small package. It 
contained a lovely gift, his biography, by 
Dan Ouellette, titled Finding the Right Notes. 
(What a wonderful title for a bass player!) 
But instead of a book, it was a metal 

rectangle the size of a thick 
credit card, with a toggle that 
fits into the USB port of a 
computer or Ipad. On the 
flash drive Ron had recorded 
his own charming reading of 
the entire book. This little 
sliver of silver metal contains 
over twelve hours of audio 
entertainment and infor-
mation, and has given me 
much pleasure. What will they 
think of next?

n Bill Wurtzel played a 
tribute for the late Les Lieber 
of the long-running Jazz at 
Noon club concert series. Bill 
recounted a story of a priest 
who sat in at one of the 
sessions. When Les asked what 
he was going to sing, the priest 
said “Once I Had a Secret 
Love.” Bill said it got a few 
unintended chuckles.

Wurtzel also told me about a 
gig he was playing at 
Leonard’s of Great Neck. The 
room was separated from an 
adjoining room by a thin 
divider and the bands for two 
different affairs were sitting 
back to back on opposite sides 
of that flimsy wall, which did 
nothing to muffle the sound. 
Bill said, “We never commu-

nicated with the other band, but the best we 
could do was play tunes in the same 
tempo.”

n And a final Wurtzel story: At a wedding, 
club date leader Moshe Katzburg checked 
with the bride to confirm her first dance 
request of “Fools Rush In.” She asked him 
to remind her how it goes. He sang “Fools 
rush in where angels fear to tread…” The 
bride said, “No, no, it’s ‘Wise men say, only 
fools rush in.’” She wanted “I Can’t Help 
Falling in Love With You.”

That reminded me of a story that I told in 
this column many years ago. A bride 
emailed a request to the bandleader that the 
band play “Move” for their first dance. The 
bandleader made sure the band knew that 
Miles Davis tune, but when they played it, 
the bride was distraught. 

It turned out she had intended to type 
“More.” It was the subject of the bride and 
groom’s first fight.

n While she was playing piano at the 
Gaslight Club in Washington DC, Jean 
Packard was approached by a gentleman 
who gave her a ten dollar bill and said,  
“Play something I know.”

But she got her best tip, though somewhat 
belated, from a customer at the Washington 
Hilton. A man who told her he had worked 
for inventor Thomas Edison, loved to hear 
her play “The Prisoner’s Song (If I Had the 
Wings of an Angel).” 

When he died, his appreciation was  
shown by a codicil in his will leaving  
her a thousand dollars.

n Chris Tyle told me a story he heard  
years ago when he lived in New Orleans. 
Trumpeter Roy Liberto and drummer 
Milton Rich were at a Union meeting 
arguing about cartage, which Liberto  
kept on referring to as “cartilage.” In 
exasperation, Rich finally said, “Listen 
stupid, it ain’t ‘cartilage,’ it’s ‘cartridge!’” JJ

New JerseyJazzSociety

From the crow’s nest 

By Bill Crow

Bill Crow is a freelance musician and writer. His articles have appeared in DownBeat, The Jazz Review, and Gene Lee’s Jazzletter. His books include Jazz Anecdotes, 
From Birdland to Broadway and Jazz Anecdotes: Second Time Around. The preceding is reprinted with permission from Allegro, the monthly magazine of AFM Local 802.
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New JerseyJazzSociety

what’s new? 
Members new and renewed

renewed members
Patrice Bohlen, Staten Island, NY

Sandra Evans, Wilmington, NC

Salvadore and Patricia Franchino, 
Bridgewater, NJ *

John Herr, Syracuse, NY

James Lafferty,  
Monmouth Junction, NJ

Carole Kenyon, Scotch Plains, NJ

Joe McManemin, Netcong, NJ

Harold Merrill, Tinton Falls, NJ *

Richard Tarpinian, Lawrenceville, NJ

Andrea and Elliott Tyson, 
Piscataway, NJ *

David Spinelli, Ringwood, NJ *

Herb Young, Lancaster, PA

New Members
Bryan Beninghove, Jersey City, NJ *

Neil Castillo, Belle Mead, NJ

George Diehl, Shaker Heights, OH

Andrew Fotta, Long Valley, NJ

Stuart Lieberman, Princeton, NJ

Nancy Lewis, Blue Bell, PA *

Includes renewed and new members 
through September 30, 2018.

We welcome all who recently joined NJJS or renewed their 
memberships. We’ll eventually see everyone’s name here as they 

renew at their particular renewal months. Members with an asterisk took 
advantage of our three-years-for-$115 membership; new members with 
a † received a gift membership. Members who joined at a patron level 
appear in bold type.

JAzz TRIVIA ANSWERS  
questions on page 4

1.  Louis Hayes

2. Regina Carter

3. Barry Harris

4. Curtis Fuller

5. Kenny Burrell

6. James Carter

Like this issue of Jersey Jazz? 

Have it delivered  
right to your mailbox  

11 times a year. 

Simply join NJJS to get your 
subscription. See page 47 for details  

or visit www.njjs.org.
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allamuchy
rutHerFurd Hall
1686 County Road 517
908-852-1894 ext. 335

allentown
Jazz VesPers at 

allentown 
PresbyterIan cHurcH

20 High Street
609-259-7289
1st Saturday February-June

asbury Park
Hotel tIdes
408 7th Ave.
732-897-7744

lanGosta restaurant
100 Ocean Ave.
732-455-3275

tIm mcloone’s  
suPPer club

1200 Ocean Ave.
732-744-1155

moonstruck
517 Lake Ave.
732-988-0123

tHe saInt
601 Main St.
732-775-9144

atlantic city
asbury unIted  

metHodIst cHurcH
1213 Pacific Ave.
908-348-1941
Jazz Vespers 3rd Sunday of 
the month, 4 pm

bernardsville
bernard’s Inn
27 Mine Brook Rd. 
908-766-0002
Monday – Saturday 6:30 pm 
Piano Bar

rudolPH’s steakHouse
1 Mill St. 
908-766-7979
Friday, Saturday, 7:30 - 10:30 pm 

Boonton
maXFIeld’s on maIn
713 Main St.
973-588-3404
Music Wednesdays  

through Sundays

cape may
VFw Post 386
419 Congress St.
609-884-7961
Cape May Trad Jazz Society
Some Sundays, 2 pm  

live Dixieland

mad batter 
19 Jackson St.
609-884-5970 

Wednesdays 7:30–10:30 pm

merIon Inn 
106 Decatur St.
609-884-8363
Jazz piano daily 5:30–9:30 pm

carteret
zIon eVanGelIcal 

lutHeran cHurcH Hall
712 Roosevelt Ave.
908-541-6955
Somerset Jazz Consortium
Usually 3rd Monday, 7–9 pm

chatham
concerts on maIn –

oGden PresbyterIan 
cHurcH

286 Main St.
973-635-5567

cliffside Park
VIlla amalFI
793 Palisade Ave.
201-886-8626
Piano jazz Fridays & Saturdays

closter
musIclab - temPle betH el
221 Schraalenburgh Rd.
201-768-5112

convent station
tHe cozy cuPboard 
4 Old Turnpike Rd.
973-998-6676

cresskill
GrIFFIn’s restaurant
44 East Madison Ave.
201-541-7575
Tuesdays & Wednesdays 

deal Park
aXelrod PerFormInG 

arts center
100 Grant Avenue
732-531-9106

dunellen
roXy & dukes  

roadHouse
745 Bound Brook Rd.
732-529-4464

maGGIe murray’s  
Pub House 

119 North Washington Ave.
732-629-7660
Jazz nights 1st and 3rd 

Wednesdays

edgewater
mItcHell’s FIsH market
541 River Rd. 
201-840-9311
Jazz with a skyline view, 

Thursdays 6–10 pm

orama
595 River Rd. 
201-945-2020
Curtis Lundy Group,  

1st Thursdays, 7:30–10:30 pm

edison
tHe coFFee House
931 Amboy Ave. 
732-486-3400

englewood 
berGen Pac
30 N. Van Brunt St. 
201-227-1030

blue moon meXIcan caFé
23 E. Palisade Ave.
201-848-4088
Sundays

Ewing
VIlla rosa restaurante
41 Scotch Rd.
609-882-6841

1867 sanctuary at ewInG 
arts and cultural 
HaVen 

101 Scotch Rd. 
908-295-7739 
Regular jazz concerts – check 

their website for details

Fairfield
calandra’s 

medIterranean GrIlle
118 US Highway 46
973-575-6500
Piano – Fridays & Saturdays

calandra’s cucIna
216-234 Route 46
973-575-7720

Florham Park
Puleo’s brIck oVen
162 Columbia Turnpike
973-822-0800
Accordianist Eddie Monteiro 

with drummer Buddy Green, 
Wednesdays, 7–10 pm

Gladstone
Gladstone taVern
273 Main St.
908-234-9055

Hackensack
solarI’s restaurant  

and lounGe
61 River St.
201-487-1969
Big band swing first Tuesday  

of the month

stony HIll Inn
231 Polifly Rd.
201-342-4085
Friday & Saturday evenings

Hackettstown
mama’s cafe baci
260 Mountain Ave.
908-852-2820
Saturdays, 9:30 –11:30 pm,  

full bar and tapas menu

Hackettstown center  
for the arts

181 Main St.
908-813-2626
Monthly jazz concerts/events

Haddonfield
HaddonFIeld metHodIst 

cHurcH
29 Warwick Rd.
Tri-State Jazz Society  

usual venue
Some Sundays, 2 pm

Haddon township
GIumarello’s restaurant 

& bar
329 Haddon Ave
856-858-9400

Hoboken
PIlsener Haus & 

bIerGarten
1422 Grand St.
201-683-5465
Live music Thursdays, 8–12 pm,  

no cover charge

Hopatcong
PaVIncI restaurant
453 River Styx Rd.
973-770-4300
Big Band, 3rd Tuesday  

of the month

Hope
tHe Inn at mIllrace road
313 Hope Johnsonburg Rd. 
908-459-4884

Jersey city
brIGHtsIde taVern 
141 Bright St. 
201-435-1234  
Jazz jam every Monday

madame claude bIs
390 Fourth St.
201-876-8800
Gypsy jazz Tuesday & Thursday, 

7:30 pm to late

moore’s lounGe  
(bIll & rutH’s)

189 Monticello Ave.
201-332-4309
Fridays open jazz jam,  

open to all musicians, 
vocalists, dancers and  
spoken word artists; 
hosted by Winard Harper  
and Rosalind Grant  
8:30 pm – midnight

First Sundays 6–10pm

Featuring Winard Harper and 
special guests, $10 cover 

lake Hopatcong
stone water 
125 State Route 181
973-810-3858
Jazz piano/Sunday Brunch,  

11 am -3 pm

lambertville
deanna’s restaurant 
54 N. Franklin St.
609-397-8957

linden
robIn’s nest  

rHytHm & blues
3103 Tremley Point Rd.
Linden, NJ
908-275-3043

madison
sHanGHaI Jazz
24 Main St.
973-822-2899
Wednesdays/Thursdays, 7 pm 
Fridays/Saturdays, 6:30 pm 
Sundays, 6 pm – No cover

Mahwah
berrIe center/ 

ramaPo colleGe
505 Ramapo Valley Rd.
201-684-7844

manalapan
monmoutH county 

lIbrary
125 Symmes Dr.
732-431-7220
Free monthly jazz concerts  

September – June 

Manasquan
alGonQuIn arts tHeatre
173 Main St.
732-528-9211

mendham
black Horse taVern
1 West Main St.
973-543-7300
Saturdays

metuchen
noVIta
New & Pearl Sts.
732-549-5306
No cover

HaIley’s HarP & Pub
400 Main St. 
732-321-0777

milford
alba VIneyard
269 Riegelsville Warren Glen Rd.
908-995-7800

montclair
dlV lounGe
300 Bloomfield Ave. 
973-783-6988   
Open jam Tuesdays

Palazzo restaurant
11 South Fullerton Ave.
Fridays/Saturdays, 7 pm 

trumPets
6 Depot Square
973-744-2600
Tuesday/Thursday/Sunday, 7:30 pm, 

Friday/Saturday, 8:30 pm

Morristown
tHe bIckFord tHeatre  

at tHe morrIs museum
6 Normandy Heights Rd.
973-971-3706
Some Mondays, 7:30 pm

tHe communIty tHeatre
100 South St. 
973-539-8008

HIbIscus restaurant
At Best Western Morristown Inn
270 South St.
866-497-3638
Tuesdays, Fridays, Saturdays, 

Sunday brunch

rod’s steak  
& seaFood GrIlle

One Convent Rd. (Madison Ave.)
973-539-6666

Newark
27 mIX
27 Halsey St.
973-648-9643

betHany baPtIst cHurcH
275 Market St.
973-623-8161
Jazz vespers, and 1st Saturday

clement’s Place
15 Washington St.
888-466-5722
NJPAC & IJS jam sessions

de’boraH’s Jazz caFe
18 Green St.
973-848-0040
Friday/Saturday, 7:30-11:30 pm, 

Sunday, 1-4 pm

eleVen clInton
11 Clinton St.
862-234-2269
Friday, Saturday, Sunday brunch

Ideal lounGe
219 Frelinghuysen Ave.
973-824-9308

InstItute oF Jazz studIes 
– rutGers unIVersIty 

John Cotton Dana Library, 185 
University Ave.

973-353-5595 
Frequent free concerts.

marcus b&P
56 Halsey St.
973-645-0004 
Sunday jazz brunch 
11:30 am – 3 pm

somewhere there’s music
you can find jazz all over the state  
in venues large and small.  
Here are just some of them.

Since music offerings frequently change, we recommend you call venue to confirm there is live music at the time you plan to visit.

Listings alphabetical by town. We continually update entries. Please contact editor@njjs.org if you know of other venues that ought to be here.  
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tell them you saw it in Jersey Jazz!

We want to include any locale that offers jazz on a regular, ongoing basis. Also please advise us of any errors you’re aware of in these listings.

memorIal west unIted 
PresbyterIan cHurcH

286 South 7th St.
973-242-1015
Jazz vespers monthly

new Jersey PerFormInG 
arts center

1 Center St.
888-466-5722

taste Venue 
47 Edison Pl., 2nd floor 
973-642-8400 
Jazz Mondays 8:00 - 11:00 pm

tHe PrIory
233 West Market St.
973-242-8012
Fridays, 7 pm, No cover

new brunswick
delta’s
19 Dennis St.
732-249-1551
Saturdays, 7–11 pm

due marI
78 Albany St.
732-296-1600
Saturdays, 7–11 pm

New Brunswick Jazz Project 
presents live jazz Fridays 
6:30-9:30 pm

tHe Hyatt reGency  
new brunswIck

2 Albany St.
732-873-1234
New Brunswick Jazz 

Project presents live jazz  
Thursdays, 8 –10:30 pm,

Inc bar and kItcHen
302 George St.
732-640-0553
New Brunswick Jazz 

Project presents live jazz 
Wednesdays 8:00-11 pm

state tHeatre
15 Livingston Ave.
732-246-7469

Garden state ale House
378 George St.
732-543-2408
New Brunswick Jazz Project 

presents live jazz & jam 
session, Tuesdays, 9:30 pm 

newfield
lake House restaurant
611 Taylor Pl.
856-694-5700

Newton
tHe newton tHeatre
234 Spring St.
973-383-3700
Contact venue for schedule

North Bergen
watersIde restaurant
7800 B River Rd.
201-861-7767

north branch
stoney brook GrIlle
1285 State Highway 28
908-725-0011

oak ridge
tHe GrIlle room
(Bowling Green Golf Course)
53 Schoolhouse Rd. 
973-679-8688

Orange
Hat cIty kItcHen
459 Valley St.
862-252-9147

Pennington
HoPewell Valley 

VIneyards
46 Yard Rd.
609-737-4465

Pennsauken
Greenwood Inn
4457 Marlton Pike
856-663-9868
Blues open mic Wednesdays

Phillipsburg
marIanna’s
224 Stockton St.
908-777-3500
Fridays

Princeton
mccarter tHeatre
91 University Pl.
609-258-2787

medIterra
29 Hulfish St.
609-252-9680
No cover

rIcHardson audItorIum 
In aleXander Hall

68 Nassau St.
609-258-9220

salt creek GrIlle
1 Rockingham Row,  

Forrestal Village
609-419-4200

wItHersPoon GrIll
57 Witherspoon St.
609-924-6011
Tuesday night jazz,  

6:30–9:30 pm

Rahway
unIon county  
PerFormInG arts 
center

1601 Irving St. 
732-499-0441 

randolph 
tHe corner bIstro
477 Route 10
862-251-7274 
Every 1st and 3rd Thursday

red bank
count basIe tHeatre
99 Monmouth St.
732-842-9000

Jazz arts ProJect
Various venues
throughout the year. Refer to
www.jazzartsproject.org for
schedules and details

molly PItcHer Inn
88 Riverside Ave.
800-221-1372

sIam Garden
2 Bridge Ave.
732-224-1233

somers Point
GreGory’s restaurant 

& bar
900 Shore Rd.
609-927-6665

somerville
PInoy FIlIPIno 

restaurant
18 Division St.
908-450-9878

south amboy
BLuE MOON
114 South Broadway
732-525-0014
Blues jam Thursdays

south orange
PaPIllon 25
25 Valley St.
973-761-5299

rIcalton’s VIllaGe 
taVern

19 Valley St.
973-763-1006
Tuesdays

soutH oranGe 
PerFormInG arts 
center

One SOPAC Way
973-235-1114

south river
la taVola cucIna
700 Old Bridge Turnpike
South River, NJ 08882
732-238-2111 
open jam session Thursday, 
7:30-10 pm 
No cover, half-price drink 

specials

stanhope
stanHoPe House
45 Main St.
973-347-7777
Blues

succasunna
roXbury PerFormInG 

arts center
Horseshoe Lake Park
72 Eyland Ave.
862-219-1379

tappan, ny
tHe ‘76 House
110 Main St.
845-359-5476
(just over the NJ border)

teaneck
tHe Jazzberry PatcH  

at tHe classIc  
QuIcHe caFe 

330 Queen Anne Rd. 
201-692-0150
Friday nights 7-10 pm, $`12

PuFFIn cultural Forum
20 Puffin Way
201-836-3499

st. Paul’s  
lutHeran cHurcH

61 Church St.
201-837-3189
Jazz Vespers, 4th Sunday of 

the month

tom’s river
Jay & lInda GrunIn 

center For tHe arts
College Dr.
732-255-0400
Some Wednesdays

trenton
amIcI mIlano
202 Bayard St.
609-396-6300

candlelIGHt lounGe
24 Passaic St.
609-695-9612
Saturdays, 3–7 pm

union
salem roadHouse caFe
(Townley Presbyterian Church)
829 Salem Rd.
908-686-1028

Van GoGH’s ear caFé
1017 Stuyvesant Ave.
908-810-1844
Sundays 8 pm, $3 cover

Voorhees
coFFee works roastery 

& caFe
910 Haddonfield-Berlin Rd.
856-701-2064

watchung 
watcHunG arts center
18 Stirling Rd.
908-753-0190

Wayne
wIllIam Paterson  

unIVersIty
300 Pompton Rd.
973-720-2371
Sundays, 4 pm

westfield
16 ProsPect wIne bar  

& bIstro
16 Prospect St.
908-232-7320

West Orange
HIGHlawn PaVIlIon
Eagle Rock Reservation
973-731-3463
Fridays

suzyQue’s barbecue 
& bar

34 South Valley Rd.
973-736-7899

westwood
bIbI’z lounGe
284 Center Ave.
201-722-8600

woodbridge
barron arts center
582 Rahway Ave.
732-634-0413

wood ridge
martInI GrIll
187 Hackensack St.
201-939-2000
Live jazz Wednesday  

through Saturday

For the link to 
each venue’s 
website,  
please visit  
www.NJJS.org, 
and c-lick on 
“Jazz Support”

 
the name dropper Recommendations may be e-mailed to editor@njjs.org.

sHaron IsbIn, romero lubambo, 
stanley Jordan – A guitar lovers dream 
fantasy come true! Together at NJPAC at 7:30 pm 
on Nov. 9. Tickets at 888-GO NJPAC.

daryl sHerman – The next day, Nov. 10 at 
3 pm, also at the PAC, Jersey Jazz’s favorite singer/
pianist salutes one-time Newarker Jerome Kern, 

with an assist from noted Newark historian/
journalist Guy Sterling. Tickets at 888-GO-NJPAC.

GunHIld carlInG & FrIends – 
Swingadelic’s Dave Post has been singing Ms. 
Carling’s praises. That’s good enough for us. At the 
Bickford Theatre in Morristown at 8 pm on Nov. 13. 
Tickets at 973-971-3706. 

stePHane wrembel – The French-born, 
now Maplewood-based guitarist has been 
reinventing Gypsy jazz, and in a good way. He’ll be 
performing numbers from his sensational Django 
Experiment III CD at the Hopewell Theater at 8 pm 
on Nov. 30. Tickets at 609-466-1964.

Also visit  

Andy 

McDonough’s 

njjazzlist.com 
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